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ABSTRACT

CAMPOS, T. Spin-orbit coupling effects and g-factors in zinc-blende InSb
and wurtzite InAs nanowires using realistic multiband k · p method. 2017.
155p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências) - Instituto de Física de São Carlos, Universidade de
São Paulo, São Carlos, 2017.

Spin-dependent phenomena in semiconductor nanowires have recently gained a lot of
attention, in special because these nanostructures can be a viable setup to study exotic
states of matter like the Majorana fermions. One of the key ingredients to accommodate
the Majorana zero modes is the spin-orbit coupling in the nanowires, which has been
usually treated with two-band Hamiltonians. The spin-orbit coupling in semiconductors
arise from two distinct sources being the bulk inversion asymmetry, when the unit cell
does not present inversion symmetry, e.g. when the crystal unit cell is composed by
two different atoms, and the structural inversion asymmetry, when the whole system
does not have a mirror symmetry. To describe the system these effective models take
as input, parameters that are dependent on the system configuration and measurement
setups. Although these effective models have been successful in determine relevant physical
properties, a more realistic description of the interacting energy bands is required, specially
in quantum confined systems where the interplay between both sources of spin-orbit
coupling can change the system’s properties in non-trivial ways. For instance, in quantum
wells there is an anisotropy of the g-factor due to the quantum confinement and structural
inversion asymmetry. Furthermore, the in-plane g-factor also have an anisotropy which is
due to the intrinsic spin-orbit coupling and it is not captured by these effective models.
In this study, we use realistic multiband ~k · ~p Hamiltonians, including both spin-orbit
coupling mechanisms, to determine the band structure of zincblende InSb and wurtzite
InAs nanowires under a transverse electric field. We analyze the effects of the lateral
quantum confinement for a hexagonal cross-section geometry and of the change in growth
directions, extracting the relevant physical parameters for the first conduction subband.
We found that the g-factors are heavily dependent on the quantum confinement and
nanowire orientation, with in-plane/out-of-plane anisotropies up to 3%. We also found
that for zinc-blende nanowires the extrinsic spin-orbit coupling is dominant over the
intrinsic one whereas, for wurztize, the opposite behavior holds. In order to assess if the
nanowires could host the aforementioned Majorana zero modes we investigate under which
circumstances the topological phase transition occurs, using the Bogoliubov-de Gennes
formalism to couple the nanowire with a superconductor, and we found that using realistic
and experimental feasible parameters, indeed, the phase transition occurs. In conclusion,
our systematic investigation of nanowires shows that the spin-orbit coupling energy can be
fine tuned by the external electric field in experimentally achievable setups that ultimately
could guide the search for the elusive Majorana modes. Moreover, our numerical approach



is not restricted to a specific material or dimensionality and can be used to study others
systems to provide useful insights into the electronic and spintronic fields.

Keywords: Spin-orbit. g-factor. Nanowires. InSb. InAs.



RESUMO

CAMPOS, T. Efeitos do acoplamento spin-órbita e fatores giromagnéticos em
nanofios de blenda de zinco InSb e wurtzita InAs usando o método k · p
multibanda. 2017. 155p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências) - Instituto de Física de São
Carlos, Universidade de São Paulo, São Carlos, 2017.

Recentemente, fenômenos dependentes de spin em nanofios semicondutores se tornaram
uma área de pesquisa ativa especialmente porque essas nanoestruturas podem ser viáveis
para o estudo de estados exóticos da matéria como, por exemplo, os férmions de Majorana.
Um dos ingredientes chave para que esses modos de excitação possam existir em nanofios
é o acoplamento spin-órbita, o qual tem sido usualmente tratado com modelos de duas
bandas. O acoplamento spin-órbita em semicondutores aparece de duas fontes distintas
sendo elas a assimetria de inversão no bulk, quando a célula unitária do cristal não possui
simetria de inversão, por exemplo, quando é formada por dois átomos diferentes, e a
assimetria de inversão estrutural, quando o sistema como um todo não possui simetria de
inversão. Para descrever o sistema, os modelos efetivos de duas bandas usam como entrada
parâmetros que dependem tanto do sistema específico quanto da configuração do arranjo
experimental. Apesar desses modelos terem sucesso em descrever algumas das propriedades
físicas relevantes, uma descrição mais realística da interação entre as bandas de energia
se faz necessária, especialmente em sistemas com confinamento quântico onde a ação
combinada das duas fontes de acoplamento spin-órbita muda as propriedades do sistema de
maneira não-trivial. Por exemplo, o fator giromagnético em poços quânticos é anisotrópico
devido aos efeitos de ambos, confinamento quântico e a assimetria de inversão estrutural.
Ademais, o fator giromagnético ao longo do plano também possui uma anisotropia, a qual
tem origem no acoplamento spin-órbita intrínseco do sistema e não é capturada por esses
modelos efetivos. Nesse estudo, nós usamos Hamiltonianos ~k · ~p multibanda, incluindo
ambos os mecanismos de acoplamento spin-órbita, para determinar a estrutura de bandas
de nanofios de InSb na fase blenda de zinco e InAs na fase wurtzita sob a ação de um
campo elétrico transversal. Nós analisamos os efeitos do confinamento quântico lateral,
para fios com seção transversal hexagonal, e diferentes direções de crescimento, extraindo
parâmetros físicos relevantes para a primeira sub-banda de condução. Nós encontramos
que os fatores giromagnéticos são fortemente influenciados pelo confinamento quântico e
orientação dos nanofios, com anisotropias no plano e fora do plano de até 3%. Nós também
encontramos que para nanofios de InSb na fase blenda de zinco, o acoplamento spin-órbita
extrínseco domina o intrínseco enquanto que, em nanofios de InAs na fase wurtzita, vale o
oposto. Para avaliar se os nanofios podem hospedar os modos de Majorana de energia zero
nós investigamos sob quais circunstâncias a transição de fase topológica ocorre usando
o formalismo de Bogoliubov-de Gennes para acoplar o nanofio a um supercondutor, e



encontramos que usando nossos parâmetros e em condições experimentalmente factíveis, de
fato, a transição de fase ocorre. Em conclusão, nossa investigação sistemática nos nanofios
mostrou que o acoplamento spin-órbita pode ser ajustado por fontes externas, tais como
um campo elétrico aplicado, e em configurações experimentais factíveis e que ultimamente
pode guiar à busca dos elusivos modos de Majorana. Além do mais, nossa abordagem
numérica não é restrita a esses materiais em específico e nem a nanofios, podendo ser
usada para estudar outros sistemas provendo intuições úteis nos campos de eletrônica e
spintrônica.

Palavras-chave: Spin-órbita. g-factor. Nanofios. InSb. InAs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Low dimensional semiconductor systems such as quantum wells, wires and dots

present distinct optical and electronic properties in contrast with their bulk counterpart.

This dimensionality dependence may be seen in the anisotropy of the polarization spectrum

of a nanowire1 or in the anisotropy of the g-factor in quantum wells2–5 as well as in the

quantized conductance (quantum Hall effect), or more recently, the quantum spin Hall

effect6–8 and also in many more effects. The knowledge acquired when we understand these

phenomena walks hand-in-hand with possible breakthroughs in technological applications.

The spin control (or spintronics)9 in nanostructures is an example where a fundamental

phenomenon is explored to implement unique devices in its functions, such as the integration

of memory and logic using the spin quantum Hall effect10,11 or using carbon nanotubes,12

or the use of spin polarization to increase laser efficiency.13–15

Recently, the field of spintronic got fueled again with the re-interpretation of the

quantum spin Hall effect,7 where the spin-orbit interaction generates surface spin-polarized

currents going in opposite directions thus creating a transverse spin-polarized (helical)

current even without a magnetic field.16,17 Before the quantum spin Hall effect, the integer

Hall effect was known to support topologically protected edge states. In this case, however,

the topological transition was driven by an external magnetic field in opposition to the,

internal, spin-orbit interaction in the quantum spin Hall effect.18 The interpretation of

the quantum spin Hall effect as a topological phase transition lead us to the topological

insulator era. A topological insulator is a material with conducting surfaces states protected

by time reversal symmetry and particle number conservation.19–22 It was predicted back

in 198723 that symmetry protected edge states could occur in quantum wells with inverted

gap (such as HgTe/CdTe or InAs/GaSb) and first observed experimentally in 2007.24 This

symmetry protection arises from spin-orbit coupling that, in special conditions, robustly

locks the spin with the momentum, even when scattering occurs. With the attention gained,

this field thrived, our understanding of new topological phases of matter enhanced and

new applications were proposed like the latest rechargeable spin battery.25 More in-depth

understanding of topological insulators may be foung in the reviews in Ref. 16 and Ref. 17.

In common insulators, here we include typical bulk semiconductors and heterostruc-
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Figure 1: Effect of the spin-orbit coupling in a crystal without inversion symmetry, either
bulk or structural. a) Degenerate bands without spin-orbit coupling and b) spin
split bands, with visual representation of the spin-orbit coupling energy, ESO.

Source: By the author.

tures, the electrons have a parabolic energy dispersion relation near some high symmetry

point, see Fig. 1a). On the other hand in systems where there is a topological phase

transition we have a gapless linear dispersion in the band crossing point. This linear energy

dispersion characterizes the electrons as massless Dirac fermions, because it resembles

the light cone. Using the very fact that topologial insulators could be described by the

Dirac equation Fu & Kane26 proposed that if superconducting pairing was induced in

such systems they could support zero-energy Majorana bound states. Proposed by Ettore

Majorana in 193727 (see Fig. 2) the Majorana fermions are solutions of the Dirac equation

which describe a neutral spin-1
2 particle indistiguishable from its anti-particle. There is no

doubt that these Majorana fermions should exist, but the open question is whether the

zero-energy Majorana bound states exists or not.28

Since the zero-energy Majorana bound states have the peculiar property that they

are both the particle and the anti-particle they require special conditions to arise, i. e.,

they should be neutral and spinless quasi-particles. In principle, any fermion can be seen as

a superposition of two zero-energy Majorana fermions, so strictly speaking the Majoranas

should be seen as ‘half’ of a regular fermion. These aforementioned requirements constrains

our search space in condensed matter systems: i) in metals, electrons and holes could

be seen as candidates because they can annihilate themselves to create other fermionic

excitations but they carry opposite charges; ii) in superconductor, on the other hand, the

Cooper-pairs could also be seen as candidates since they violate the charge conservation
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but the electrons condensate via the s-wave pairing, meaning that the Cooper-pairs

are composed by electrons with the same spin. Hence, to create neutral and spinless

quasi-particles, one would need an odd superconducting pairing called p-wave.29

Figure 2: Bust of Ettore Majorana at Sapienza University of Rome.

Source: Photo taken by P. E. Faria Junior.

These zero-energy Majorana bound states, if proven to exist, can revolutionize

the quantum computing field because they have non-Abelian exchange statistics. This

means that one could use the Majorana fermions as qubits, encoding information and

performing computation, in a fault-proof fashion.30,31 In 2010 Sau et al.32 proposed to

switch the topological insulator by a regular semiconductor heterostructure with strong

spin-orbit coupling. Provided that time-reversal symmetry was broken by a magnetic

insulator and that s-wave superconductivity was induced, he showed that a zero-energy

Majorana bound state could exist in this configuration. Following his idea, Alicea33 also

proposed to switch the topological insulator by a semiconductor heterostructure but now

breaking the time-reversal symmetry by applying an in-plane magnetic field. Both ideas

are based on the fact that when s-wave superconductivity is induced in the semiconductor

heterostructure, due to the spin-orbit coupling, there appears an effective p-wave pairing
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that couples spinless (or fully spin-polarized) particles.

Strong spin-orbit coupling is a requirement because it gives a linear energy dispersion

(Dirac like behavior) to the spin-split energy bands at small momenta, see Fig. 1b). The

presence of a magnetic interaction through the Zeeman splitting effectively opens a gap

making the spin-split bands no long cross each other, and when the chemical potential lies

inside the Zeeman gap we have a single Fermi surface with spinless (or fully spin-polarized

electrons) that resembles the Kitaev chain.30,34,35 Early experiments with InSb36,37 and

InAs38 nanowires highlighted the existence of the main signature of the presence of

zero-energy Majorana bound states, which is a peak at zero bias in the conductance.

Nevertheless, there are other mechanisms that could give this same peak, such as the

Kondo effect,39 disorder40,41 and more.42–45 Hence, the confirmation of the existence of

the zero-energy Majorana bound states in semiconductor-superconductor hybrid devices

is questionable46–48 and new proposals to enhance the measurements have already been

made.49–52 Moreover, very recently He et al.53 reported that they found that quantum

anomalous Hall insulator-superconductor hybrid structures can host the zero-energy

Majorana modes.

The spin-orbit coupling in semiconductors arises from two distinct sources: the bulk

inversion asymmetry, known as BIA,54 and the structural inversion asymmetry, known as

SIA.55 The first mechanism is present in materials whose unit cell do not possess inversion

symmetry, i.e., if the base is composed by two different atoms. Therefore, the crystal

is defined as non centro-symmetric. The second mechanism appears when the system is

submitted to an external asymmetric potential, usually an electric potential; or even the

very heterostructure is composed by materials with distinct widths (making an asymmetric

quantum well, for instance). Note that both spin-orbit couplings arise from the breaking

of spatial inversion symmetry either at the microscopic or the macroscopic levels. Under

the spin-orbit coupling, the allowed states of a nanostructure can be characterized by their

spin texture, i. e., a specific spin configuration, which is crucial to application development.

It is known that certain spin textures provide a very long carrier life time due to the

suppression of certain spin relaxation mechanisms.

In particular, the magnitudes of the BIA and SIA spin-orbit coupling can be fine

tunned to obtain interesting properties. In quantum well heterostructures, the SIA effect

can be controlled via the doping profile or via an external gate induced potential bias,
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as well as by constructing asymmetric heterostructures. The BIA, however, is mainly

controlled by quantum confinement and by the doping density. The interplay between

BIA and SIA mechanisms opened a vast field of interest in spintronics. For example, when

the strengths of both mechanisms are tunned to be equal, the spin texture assumes a

configuration that is persistent (or independent) of the momentum, making the states

robust against spin-flip process. This phenomena is knows as persistent spin helix.56,57

This configuration allows non-balistic spin trasistors,58 because one knows exactly the spin

orientation at each momenta, contrary to the original Datta-Das59 spin transistor proposal,

where only the SIA mechanism was taken into account leading to a momentum dependent

spin polarization, susceptible to scattering process which randomizes the spin orientation.

Moreover, the control of the spin polarization and of the density of spin polarized carriers

allow more efficient devices such as the spin lasers. Due to the spin-orbit coupling, the spin

polarized carriers injected in the active region of the laser keep their polarization enabling

distinct optical transitions (which leads to distinct lasing thresholds). The transitions

emits light with specific polarization (circularly polarized to the right or left). Therefore,

the spin control in lasers allows light with a high degree of polarization and low energy

consumption and, by consequence, an efficient operation.14,15

Experimentally, reliable determination of the spin-orbit coupling strength in

nanowires is a challenging task.60 Nevertheless, it has been investigated in a variety

of distinct setups61,62 each one leading to different values for the spin-orbit coupling

strength. For example, experiments of magnetocondutance in the anti localization regime

provides us with a variety of values for the spin-orbit coupling strengths for the same

material.37,63–65 These values are obtained by carefully engineering the experimental setup,

such as the placement of the electrodes and the gating tunned to break the structural

symmetry of the system, leading to large spin-orbit coupling parameters.55 To theoretically

investigate the spin-orbit coupling, it is common to use reduced models for the semicon-

ductor conduction band.9,55,66,67 In these models, the spin-orbit coupling enters as an

empirical parameter that can assume a wide range of values for the same system depending

on the measurement setup.62,68,69 Hence, it is important to devise a theoretical method

in which the spin-orbit coupling parameters can be reliable and precisely determined for

different nanowire configurations.

A complete separate field of research on its own is the superconductivity. When
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metals are cooled below a critical temperature it undergoes a phase transition where its

resistivity goes to zero, i. e., a current flowing through a superconductor wire can persist

indefinitely with no power source. Is not my intention to explore in depth the details of

superconductivity, but I wish to make clear some basic concepts that I will use in my thesis.

The complete microscopic theory was proposed by Bardeen, Cooper & Schrieffer70 in 1957

and it is know as the BCS theory. The theory explains the superconductivity as a superfluid

made of pairs of electrons, the Cooper pairs, interacting through exchange of phonons.70 In

short, they considered only the electrons on the Fermi surface and replaced the interaction

between electrons and phonons by an attractive interaction between electrons resulting

in a coupling only between electrons with opposite momenta. In the next year, 1958,

Bogoljubov, Tolmachov & Širkov71 proposed a more general solution to the problem where

they used a canonical transformation, based on the idea that particles with opposite

momenta form bound pairs, and found that the solution first proposed by Bardeen, Cooper

& Schrieffer70 was correct in first order in their new formulation. When a superconductor

is placed in contact with a normal non-superconductor metal the superconductivity is

induced, through what we call proximity effect, to the normal metal. It is known that in the

metal the electrons are described by plane waves without any ordering whatsoever, whereas

in the superconductor the electrons are in an ordered state, the Cooper pairs. Therefore,

in the junction the electron ordering in one system cannot abruptly change in the other.

Instead, the paired state in the superconducting metal is carried over to the normal metal,

where it losses its ordering up to a typical penetration length. Conversely, the electrons of

the metal are also carried over to the superconductor lowering the superconductor gap

near the interface. The microscopic theory describing this phenomena is the Andreev

reflection.72

One of the key ingredients in the hybrid semiconductor-superconductor setup

is the magnetic field. The criteria for the system to undergo a topological transition

and, therefore, host the Majorana bound states is that VZ >
√

∆2
SC + µ2.29,32–35,48,73 In

principle this could be achieved by increasing the magnetic field strength but not without

loosing the superconductor properties. A way around, is to use semiconductors with

high g-factor values, so with a small enough magnetic field, one could get larger Zeeman

splittings without breaking the superconductor behavior. For zinc-blende semiconductors

the conduction band g-factor has a compact expression due to Roth, Lax & Zwerdling74
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where its values are related to the material’s gap, the spin-orbit coupling splitting and the

interband coupling. For wurtzite, the g-factor expression, see Ref. 75, is not as simple as

in the zinc-blende, nevertheless, it is also possible to relate the value of the g-factor to the

gap, spin-orbit splitting and interband couplings.

The g-factor is an important and active research topic both theoretically4,76–87 and

experimentally.2,3, 5, 88–92 It is known that quantum confinement and spin-orbit coupling

heavily affect the g-factor with a renormalization of its value as well as generating an

anisotropy, i. e., a non-zero difference between its values parallel and perpendicular to the

applied magnetic field.4 For free electrons, the g-factor has a very well established value,

g0 = 2.0023, but in bulk semiconductors, due to the gap renormalization and spin-orbit

interaction, it varies from g∗ = 1.26 for InP to g∗ = −51 for InSb and also can have

values very close to zero, such as g∗ = −0.44 for GaAs.75 Therefore, by combining distinct

materials in a quantum well heterostructure one can engineer the g-factor to obtain a

desired value, or even achieve a g∗ = 0.4,76,80 Moreover, in quantum wells, the electrons

are free to move in the plane perpendicular to the confinement but their motion strongly

depends on the confinement. Thus, both BIA and SIA spin-orbit coupling can affect

the g-factor, making them anisotropic.4,78,85 Another nanostructure system in which the

g-factor has been vastly studied is the quantum dot.77,79,84,88,89,92,93 In these structures,

the motion of the electrons is confined in all three spatial directions thus, the energy levels

are discrete and resemble the energy levels of atoms. The high quantum confinement and

the fact that the states are a combination of both, the spin and the orbital degrees of

freedom, allow a great control of the spins via external gates94 as well as by fabrication

engineering (shape, surrounding barriers and etching) i. e., influencing the intrinsic spin

orbit coupling mechanisms.79,84,89

On one hand, we have seen that quantum wells and dots have a vast literature regard-

ing the g-factor. On the other hand, although there are some studies95–98 on free-standing

nanowires, there still lacks an in-depth theoretical and experimental investigation because

most of the studies regards electrically defined quantum dots in a nanowire.83,88,89,93,99

Electric measurements of the g-factor requires electrodes to be deposited into the sample

creating a electrically defined quantum dot in the nanowire. Theoretically, the calculation of

the g-factor tensor can be carried out by reduced models focusing on the lowest conduction

subband only96–98 or by more robust methods that take into account the interaction with
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remote bands as well as the geometry of the nanowire from the beginning.77,79,100 The

multiband k · p method belongs the former case, in which with low enough computational

cost, one can compute the electronic band structure as well as the wave functions of any

low dimensional semiconductor nanostructures and with them compute the properties

such as effective masses, g-factors and spin-splittings.

Besides the k · p method, there are other methods to study the properties of semi-

conductor nanstructures such as: first-principles methods based on the density functional

theory101,102 or phenomenological approaches based on the tight-binding method.103–105

Each class of method has its own pros and cons. First-principles methods require minimum

input from external sources because they are based on the fundamental laws of physics.

It takes the atoms’ position as input and applying principles of quantum mechanics,

statistical physics and electromagnetism it is able compute a series of properties including

the electronic band structure. For bulk systems, were with only a few atoms one describes

the unit cell, first-principles methods are the most reliable and accurate method and are

very successful in determining properties of novel systems such as the III-V compounds

in the wurtzite crystal phase106–109 and also of 2D materials.110–113 However, for confined

system, where thousands of atoms are required to describe the system, its computational

cost becomes prohibitive. The tight-binding method is also atomistic but the system’s

description is based on atomic orbital overlap parameters that are usually obtained from

fist-principles calculations. Although it provides a very nice physical picture (or intuition)

of the interacting orbitals, the resulting Hamiltonian can be quite large. Nevertheless,

tight-binding is widely used in condensed matter physics in special to study III-V low

dimensional nanostructures114–116 and also 2D materials.117,118

The k · p method applies a different approach to determine physical properties of

semiconductor nanostrucutures. Like the first-principles methods it uses the information of

only a few atoms comprising the unit cell to determine its basis set, as periodic functions

given by Bloch’s theorem. Like the tight-biding method it relies on parameters (matrix

elements among the basis set defined by the symmetries of the system) that have to be

obtained by external sources, which are usually first-principles calculations or experimental

measurements.119 Unlike both first-principles and tight-binding, the k · p method uses a

continuum description of the system and it is based on a perturbative approach for the

energy bands around a high-symmetry point of the Brillouin zone.120–122 One defines the
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core set of energy bands to be used in the system’s description and includes the effects

of all the other bands as a perturbation. The interaction of the core set of energy bands

with the remote ones gives rise to the effective mass (a renormalization of the particle’s

mass) as a second order correction,123 and the explicit coupling between the bands in the

core set is given by the optical matrix element, also known as the Kane matrix element.124

The main advantage of the k · p method over the other methods is the description of

confined systems via the envelope function approximation.125–128 Since it is a continuum

method in the reciprocal space based on momentum operators, to treat confined systems

one substitutes the momentum operator, ~k, by the derivative operator, −i~∇.

The k · p method in all its variants has been applied over the years to successfully

study a wide range of semiconductor systems and properties. Here we like to emphasize

a few that are related to the present work developed in this Thesis. In the field of

spintronics it has been used to further clarify the role of the spin-orbit coupling effects in

low dimensional semiconductor nanostructures,82,83,100,129–136 its relation to the anisotropy

of the g-factor,4,76–78,81,85 as well as the study of novel phases of the matter such as

topological insulators7,137,138 and the elusive Majorana fermion.73

Motivated by hybrid semiconductor-superconductor proposal to search for the zero-

energy Majorana bound states, that uses semiconductor nanowires with high spin-orbit

coupling, we, in this study, investigate the role of the BIA and SIA spin-orbit couplings

in zinc-blende InSb and wurtzite InAs free-standing nanowires. In particular, we want

to access theoretically how the quantum confinement, given by the nanowire diameter,

and the orientation of the nanowire (growth direction) modifies the two main parameters

that define if the system can (or cannot) host these zero-energy excitations: the spin-orbit

coupling energy and the g-factors. We analyzed nanowires with hexagonal cross section in

three different growth directions: [001] , [110] and [111] for zinc-blende; [0001] (c-plane),[
112̄0

]
(a-plane) and

[
101̄0

]
(m-plane) for wurtzite.139–142 Furthermore, we used realistic

multiband k · p models, namely: 14-band Kane model67,132,143 to treat zinc-blende InSb

nanowires; and 8-band model144 to treat wurtzire InAs nanowires under the envelope

function approximation and plane wave expansion. The BIA spin-orbit coupling for zinc-

blende is taken into consideration with the addition of the extra conduction bands and

their explicit coupling parameters; whereas in the wurtzite case, it is taken care, by the

addition of the often neglected108,145–152 linear in momentum spin-orbit coupling term
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in the 8-band model. Moreover, the SIA spin-orbit coupling arises by the breaking of

structural symmetry when we apply an external electric field. Due to the realistic nature

of our model, we can verify the application limits of the SIA spin-orbit coupling, known as

Rashba model, which is careless used in many effective models for a wide range of applied

electric fields.

We have calculated nanowires with diameter ranging from L = 30 nm to L = 100 nm

and applied electric fields, along x and y directions, ranging from E = −4 mV/nm to

E = 4 mV/nm. Focusing on the first conduction subband, we derived compact analytical

expressions for the BIA spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian for both crystal phases and

all nanowire orientations based on symmetry considerations. Furthermore, applying a

numerical fitting method to the calculated subband dispersion, we extracted pertinent

parameters to describe the first conduction subband with a phenomenological two-band

Hamiltonian. With this simple model and fitted parameters, we analyze the interplay

between BIA and SIA spin-orbit mechanisms and calculated the spin-orbit coupling energy.

Also, using perturbation theory, we were able to calculate the g-factor tensor and assess

how the spin-orbit coupling provides its anisotropies, both in- and out-of-plane. Moreover,

to provide realistic predictions on whether the nanowires could host the zero-energy

excitations or not, using the fitted parameters and the calculated g-factors, we applied

the BdG formalism and verified if our system could undergo the required topological

transition.

We found that the BIA spin-orbit coupling in the first conduction subband of

zinc-blende nanowires oriented along [001] and [111] direction has a linear in momentum

functional form, in contrast to the cubic in momentum dependence of their bulk coun-

terparts, whereas [110] oriented nanowires still maintain the cubic dependence (and all

other odd powers of the momentum). The BIA also gives a particular spin orientation:

it orients the spin along the z direction for [001] nanowires and along the y direction

for both [110] and [111] oriented nanowires. Moreover, for wurtzite nanowires we found

that the BIA is absent from the first conduction subband on [0001] oriented nanowires,

whereas for
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
oriented nanowires it presents linear and cubic functional

forms that resemble the bulk contributions and provides a spin orientation along the y

direction. Furthermore, for zinc-blende nanowires the BIA is heavily influenced by the

quantum confinement. On the other hand, wurtzite has a dominant linear in momentum
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bulk BIA contribution that is kept constant even in the presence of quantum confinement.

By applying an electric field transverse to the nanowire we, besides breaking the

structural symmetry, generate an extra quantum confinement that lifts the energy levels

and can break the orbital degeneracy. With the symmetry breaking there appears the

SIA spin-orbit coupling that further splits the energy bands for a generic wave vector.

The model describing the SIA spin-orbit coupling is the Rashba model, given simply by

HR = α0~σ · ~k × ~E. This model has a linear dependence both on the momentum and

on the applied electric field. We found that in general this simpler linear model does

not always holds and due to the multiband nature of our model Hamiltonian we saw a

deviance from the linearity dependence on the momentum and, specially, for high values

of applied potential a further deviation from the linear dependence on ~E. Furthermore,

for zinc-blende InSb nanowire the SIA is dominant over the BIA for all orientations. For

wurtzite InAs, however, we found that for [0001] oriented nanowires (where the BIA is

absent) the Rashba coefficient is rather small, compared with the zinc-blende. Therefore,

for
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
the BIA, which is already large in the bulk, dominates over the SIA.

We also have calculated the g-factor tensor for the lowest conduction subband

and we found that their values have a large dependence on the quantum confinement.

For instance, the well known bulk g-factor for zinc-blende InSb is g ≈ −51 in all three

Cartesian directions. We found that for L = 30 nm in diameter InSb nanowires g∗ ≈ −25

reaching values of the order of g∗ ≈ −42 for L = 100 nm in diameter. For wurtzite InAs

nanowires the bulk g-factor already are distinct for the three cartesian directions, and

the confinement enhances this anisotropy. For instance, InAs nanowires oriented along

[0001] direction have an in-plane g-factor between g∗x,y = −5.7 and − 6.4 and the out of

plane varies from g∗z ≈ −5 to − 10 in the same range of diameters considered above. On

the other hand,
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
oriented nanowires have gx = −4 to − 10, gy ≈ −5 on

average and g∗z ≈ −5 to − 7. Since we used the multiband k · p model, we were able to

also calculate the in-plane anisotropy due to both quantum confinement and spin-orbit

coupling. We found that zinc-blende InSb oriented along [111] have the largest in-plane

anisotropy. For wurtzite [0001] oriented nanowires we saw practically no anisotropy while

for
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
oriented nanowires there is a large in-plane anisotropy.

Applying the BdG formalism we found that with the realistic parameters obtained

for the first conduction subband and with experimentally measured induced pairing,36,38
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indeed the nanowires undergo the topological transition and can host the zero-energy

Majorana modes. Furthermore, zinc-blende InSb nanowires showed a more robust gap

near kz = 0 due to the higher induced pairing. Nevertheless further investigation about

the stability of the topological gap should be performed.29

In conclusion, motivated by the hybrid semiconductor-superconductor setup to

realize the zero-energy Majorana modes we apply a systematic numerical investigation

using realistic k · p Hamiltonians taking into account both spin-orbit coupling mechanisms

and lateral quantum confinement in experimentally achievable zinc-blend InSb and wurtzite

InAs nanowire configurations. We found that the in zinc-blend InSb nanowires the SIA

dominates over the BIA while for wurtzite InAs nanowires BIA dominates over SIA. We

also calculated the g-factor tensor and found that the quantum confinement generates a

high degree of anisotropy between the in-plane/out-of-plane values. Finally, we apply the

BdG formalism and confirmed that indeed, with a realistic parameter set, both crystal

phases undergo the required topological transition to host the zero-energy Majorana modes.

We like to emphasize that our approach is not restricted only to hexagonal nanowires of

these specific materials, but instead can be used to study any kind of low dimensional

semiconductor nanostructures, providing useful insights for the field of electronics and

spintronics.
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2 THEORY

In this chapter we go through the derivation of the effective mass equations in

the context of the k · p perturbation method. We also discuss a little about time reversal

symmetry and its applications in centro and non-centro symmetric systems resulting in

the Kramers theorem. Based on the effective mass equations, we derive both effective mass

and g-factor tensor as the symmetric and anti-symmetric component of the second order,
~P · ~π, perturbation. We also provide the matrix form of the effective mass equations for

both bulk zinc-blende and wurtzite crystal phases showing how to perform the rotations to

other orientation of the wave vector. Furthermore, we discuss how from the bulk matrices

we can compose heterostructures and formulate the envelope function approximation

and the plane wave expansion as a way to express, and computationally solve, the

electronic band structure. Moreover, we provide a simplified two band model to describe

the lowest conduction subband of the nanowires taking into account both spin-orbit

coupling mechanisms arising from the bulk and structural inversion asymmetries. Finally,

we show how to apply the BdG formalism under the k · p perturbation method to study

the proximity effects induced by a superconductor.

2.1 The effective mass equations

In this section we present a comprehensive derivation of the effective mass equations

in the context of the k · p perturbation method. We start by the effective one-electron

Schrödinger equation adding spin-orbit coupling and derive a set of couple differential

equations that describes the electrons as a set of couple electronic bands.

2.1.1 k · p method: Introduction

Crystals are a system composed by a periodic arrangement of particles, electrons

or protons, interacting with the field generated by the others. Although crystals have

a many body character, we can derive a single particle Hamiltonian, through the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation, where the electron is under the effect of an effective periodic

potential with the same periodicity of the Bravais crystal lattice. Such Hamiltonian can
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be written as

H = p2

2m0
+ V0(~r), (2.1)

where the first term is the electron’s kinetic energy, with ~p = (−i~)∇, and the second, the

periodic potential of the crystal. For now we neglect spin-dependent interactions.

Suppose that we know the energies, ε(0)
n , and the Bloch functions, bn,0(~r) =√

Ω
V
un,0(~r), at the Brillouin zone center, ~k = 0. Here, Ω is the volume of a unit cell

of the crystal, V is the crystal volume, and un,0(~r) is a spinor with the lattice periodicity.

We wish to obtain an approximate expression for the energy of a particular band, (say

the jth), at a point in the Brillouin zone slightly away from ~k = 0. Since the system is

periodic we use the Bloch theorem, which states that the wave functions of the system

can be separated into a function that have the periodicity of the system multiplied by a

plane wave. The basis set, in the Bloch theorem, is

φn,~k(~r) =
√

Ω
V
un,0(~r)ei~k·~r. (2.2)

The generalization to any other point of the Brillouin zone, is straight forward. We

consider now un,~k(~r) and decomposed it in terms of the Bloch functions at ~k = 0,123,124

un,~k(~r) =
∑
n′
cn′n

(
~k − ~k0

)
un′,~k0

(~r). (2.3)

but for simplicity and without loss of generality we will consider the case where the high

symmetry point we want to describe is the Γ-point, ~k = 0.

The set of states (2.2) is the basis set for the Kohn-Luttinger representation.123

Applying the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (2.1) on φn,~k, we get

Hφn,~k = ei
~k·~r

 ~p 2

2m + V0(~r) + ~
m
~k · ~p+ ~2~k2

2m

un,0(~r). (2.4)

Since we supose we know that
{
~p 2

2m + V0(~r)
}
un,0(~r) = ε(0)

n un,0(~r), we have,

Hφn,~k = ei
~k·~r

ε(0)
n + ~

m
~k · ~p+ ~2~k

2

2m

un,0(~r). (2.5)

Using the fact that, given U(~r), a function varying slowly over a unit cell of the

lattice, and g(~r) is a function with the lattice periodicity, then121〈
φn′,~k′ |g(~r)U(~r)|φn,~k

〉 ∼= gn′,nU~k′,~k, (2.6)
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where

gn′,n =
∫
unitcell

u∗n,0(~r)g(~r)un,0(~r)dτ, (2.7)

and

U~k′,~k = 1
V

∫
e−i

~k′·rU(~r)ei~k·rdτ. (2.8)

the matrix element of H between two states φn′,~k′ and φn,~k will be diagonal in ~k, and we

find, 〈
φn′,~k′ |H|φn,~k

〉 ∼=
ε(0)

n δn′,n + ~
m
~k · ~pn′,n + ~2~k

2

2m δn′,n

 δ~k′,~k, (2.9)

where

~pn′,n =
∫
unitcell

u∗n′,0 ~p un,0dτ. (2.10)

The energy of the jth band up to the second order in perturbation theory can be

obtained from Eq. (2.9) and it is,

ε ∼= ε
(0)
j + ~2~k

2

2m +
∑
µ

(
~
m

)2 ~k · ~pjµ ~pµj · ~k(
ε

(0)
j − ε

(0)
µ

) , (2.11)

where the sum is over all bands µ 6= j. This expression can be rewritten as

ε = ε
(0)
j +

(
~2

2

)
~k · ~m−1

j · ~k, (2.12)

where ~m−1
j is an inverse mass tensor given by

~m−1
j = 1

m
~I + 2

m

∑
u

~pjµ~pµj(
ε

(0)
j − ε

(0)
µ

) . (2.13)

The present discussion states the simplicity of the effective mass equations and

serve as a starting point to understand the more complex problem of several coupled and

nearly degenerate bands in the presence of external potentials. The presence of the term
~k · ~pn′,n, in Eq. (2.9), gives the name to the method.
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2.1.2 k · p method: a more general case

In this subsection, we will look into a more general case for effective mass equations.

We consider the one-electron Hamiltonian

H = 1
2m

(
~p+ e ~A

)2
+ gµB ~S · ~B − eV0(~r)− eV (~r) + ~

4m2
0c

2

[
~∇ (V + V0)×

(
~p+ e ~A

)]
· ~S,

(2.14)

where we made use of the minimal coupling: ~p→ ~p+ e ~A, with ~A being the vector potential
~B (~r) = ~∇× ~A. In the Hamiltonian above we have a description of an electron with orbital

and spin interactions with an uniform external magnetic field described by the vector

potential, the Zeeman splitting, and a perturbing potential V (~r).

We consider the unperturbed Hamiltonian as

H0 = ~p 2

2m + ~
4m2

0c
2 (∇V0 × ~p) · ~S − eV0(~r), (2.15)

including the spin-orbit coupling, since spin-orbit splittings of many bands are comparable

to the band gaps. We use the set of states (2.2) as our wave functions to compute the

action of the Hamiltonian (2.14). Operating (2.14) on (2.2), gives

Hφn,~k =
√Ω

V

[ei~k·~r {( ~p 2

2m − eV0(~r) + ~
4m2c2∇V0 × ~p · ~S

)
un,0

}

+
{

1
2m

(
~p+ e

c
~A
)2
ei
~k·~r
}
un,0 +

{(
~p+ e

c
~A
)
ei
~k·~r
}

×
{(

~p

m
+ ~

4m2c2∇V0 × ~S

)
un,0

}

+
(
gµB ~S · ~B − eV (~r) + ~

4m2c2∇V × ~p · ~S
)
ei
~k·~run,0

]
(2.16)

where we are for the moment using the convention that operator act only inside {}. Since

we know the energies of the unperturbed problem, Eq. (2.16) becomes

Hφn,~k =
√Ω

V

[ε(0)
n ei

~k·~run,0 +
{ 1

2m
~P 2ei

~k·~r
}
un,0

+
{
~Pei

~k·~r
}
· {~πun,0}

+
(
gµB ~S · ~B − eV (~r) + ~

4m2c2∇V × ~p · ~S
)
ei
~k·~run,0

]
(2.17)
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where ~P = ~p+ e ~A and ~π = ~p
m

+ ~
4m2c2∇V0 × ~S.

We now multiply Eq. (2.17) on the left by φ∗
n′,~k′

and integrate to obtain the matrix

element
〈
φn′,~k′ |H|φn,~k

〉
.

〈
φn′,~k′ |H|φn,~k

〉
= ε(0)

n δn′,nδ~k′,~k +
〈
φn′,~k′ |H1|φn,~k

〉
, (2.18)

where

〈
φn′,~k′ |H1|φn,~k

〉
=

(~P 2)~k′,~k
2m δn′,n + ~P~k′,~k · ~πn′,n + gµB ~Sn′,n · ~Bδ~k′,~k

−eV~k′,~kδn′,n + ~
4m2c2 (∇V × ~p)~k′,~k · ~Sn′,n. (2.19)

The matrix element of ~S appears in Eq. (2.19) since the function un′,0(~r) and un,0(~r)

are explicit functions of spin with the spin-orbit interaction included in the zeroth order

problem.

To carry on the perturbation theory one has to realize that, in general, the energy

bands will have degenerescence. Therefore, one has to use the quasi-degenerate perturbation

theory or, also called, Löwdin partitioning.120,123,132 Conventional stationary and quasi-

degenerate perturbation theory are similar, but the latter is more powerful due to the fact

that one does not need to distinguish between nondegenerate and degenerate perturbation

theory.

We assume that we can divide the set of eigenfunctions {φn} into two weakly

interaction subsets A and B. The set A is defined as {φα} and the set B as {φβ}. Also,

{φα} ∩ {φβ} ≡ {0} and {φα} ∪ {φβ} ≡ {φn}. The goal is to construct a transformed

Hamiltonian, H̃ = e−SHeS, such that matrix elements
〈
φα

∣∣∣H̃∣∣∣ φβ〉 vanish up to a desired

order of H1. Details of the calculation are omitted in this Thesis but can be found in Ref.

132. In other words, we project the effects of remote bands onto the set A.

2.1.3 k · p method: envelope function approximation

The final goal is to have an eigenvalue/eigenstate equation that when applied to

some wave function, gives us the energies and wave functions of our desired problem, such

as H0φn,~k = εn,~kφn,~k. This is not always possible. Nevertheless, the functions φn,~k form a
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complete set in which we can expand a general wave function ψ as ψ = ∑
n,~k(B.Z.) An(~k)φn,~k,

where the sum over ~k is over the first Brillouin zone.

Proceeding with the Löwdin partitioning we obtain,

∑
j,~k

[〈
φl,~k′ |Heff|φj,~k

〉
− εδlj

]
Aj(~k) = 0, (2.20)

where

〈
φl,~k′ |Heff|φj,~k

〉
= ε

(0)
l δl,jδ~k′,~k+

〈
φl,~k′ |H1|φj,~k

〉
+
∑
µ,~k′′

〈
φl,~k′ |H1|φµ,~k′′

〉 〈
φµ,~k′′ |H1|φj,~k

〉
(
ε− ε(0)

µ

) + · · ·

(2.21)

We can simplify the expression to
〈
φl,~k′ |Heff|φj,~k

〉
= ε

(0)
l δl,jδ~k′,~k +

(
(H1eff)lj

)
~k,~k′

, (2.22)

where

(H1eff)lj =

H1lj +
∑
µ

H1lµH1µj(
ε− ε(0)

µ

) +
∑
µ,ν

H1lµH1µνH1νj(
ε− ε(0)

µ

) (
ε− ε(0)

ν

) + · · ·

 , (2.23)

with

H1n′n =
~P 2

2mδn′,n + ~P · ~πn′,n + gµB ~Sn′,n · ~B − eV (~r)δn′,n = ~
4m2c2 (∇V × ~p) · ~Sn′,n. (2.24)

Multiplying eq. (2.20) on the left with ei~k′·~r/
√
V and summing over ~k′, we obtain

∑
j

[
(Heff )lj − εδlj

]
fj(~r) = 0, (2.25)

which are the effective mass equations in real space, with (Heff )lj = ε
(0)
l δlj + (H1eff )lj .

Here,

fj(~r) =
∑
~k

1√
V
Aj(~k)ei~k·~r, (2.26)

are the slowly varying functions, called envelope functions.125–128

In this derivation, the envelope functions appeared because we cannot write an

analytical expression that describes the motion of an electron in the presence of some
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external potential and we expanded the general wave function, ψ, as a combination of the

Kohn-Luttinger functions, φn,~k, which forms a complete basis states of our unperturbed

system. Consider, for example, the case of a heterostructure (depicted in Fig. 3). In this

type of system, the junction of two (or more) types of materials give rise to a confinement

potential due to the band mismatch (difference in gap energy together with its alignment

with respect to each other) of the materials. Therefore, the total wave function will be

composed by the Bloch factors, un,~k(~r), of each material enveloped by slowly varying

functions.125–128 This implies that each material that composes our nanostructure has

a distinct Bloch function, which at the end implies that all material related parameter

acquires a spatial dependence. Usually, this spatial dependence of the Bloch factor is

neglected and only the effective masses are allowed to vary.153

A AB

Figure 3: Heterostructure with a 1D confinement profile. The junction of two or more
materials creates a confinement profile along the growth direction.

Source: By the author.

2.2 Time reversal symmetry - Intermission

Time reversal is a transformation that reverses the arrow of time: T : t → −t.

It’s a symmetry, T , of the Hamiltonian, H, if [H,T ] = 0, which means that if |Ψ〉 is an

eigenstate of H, then so is T |Ψ〉.

To find the representation of the time reversal operator, we look at the commutators
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with x̂ and p̂. We know that

T x̂T−1 = x̂, T p̂T−1 = −p̂, (2.27)

therefore

T [x̂, p̂]T−1 = T (x̂p̂− p̂x̂)T−1

= T x̂p̂T−1 − T p̂x̂T−1

= T x̂T−1T p̂T−1 − T p̂T−1T x̂T−1

= −x̂p̂+ p̂x̂

= − [x̂, p̂] , (2.28)

meaning that

T [x̂, p̂]T−1 = TihT−1 = − [x̂, p̂] = −ih, (2.29)

leading to the equation TiT−1 = −i.

Hence, the time reversal operator is proportional to the complex conjugation

operator. Such operators are called anti-unitary. For spinless particles, T = U K, where K

is the complex-conjugation operator and U is a unitary matrix.

If we apply the time reversal operator two times, we should go back to the original

state, up to a phase matrix, therefore

T 2 = UKUK = UU∗ = U
(
UT

)−1
= φ, (2.30)

leading to

U
(
UT

)−1
= φ→ U = φUT , UT = Uφ, (2.31)

and, hence,

U = φUT = φUφ. (2.32)

This can happen only if φ = ±1, meaning that T 2 = ±1. For spinless particles,

φ = 1 which satisfies the unitary requirement for U .
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For spinful particles, since the spin is an internal angular momentum, ~S, and

because the angular momentum is itself a momentum which is odd under time reversal,

we get T ~ST−1 = −~S. This implies that the spin flips its direction under time reversal and

we can represent this action by a rotation π around some arbitrary axis. The time reversal

operator is fixed:154

T = e−iπSyK. (2.33)

Assuming the standard spin representation for Sy as purely imaginary, we have

T · T = exp (−iπSy) [K exp (−iπSy)K]

= exp (−iπSy) exp
(
iπS∗y

)
= exp (−i2πSy) , (2.34)

meaning that the application of the time reversal operator twice rotates thes spin by 2π:

for particles with integer spin it is equivalent to the identity, but for half-integer spin,

it gives a factor of -1. Evaluating the exponential for spin-1
2 using ~S = ~

2 (σx, σy, σz) we

obtain

e−
iπσy

2 =
∞∑
k=0

1
k!

(
−iπσy2

)k

= cos
(
π

2

) 1 0

0 1

+ sin
(
π

2

) 0 −1

1 0


= −iσy, (2.35)

making T 2 = −1.

Perhaps the most known use of time reversal symmetry is in the Kramer’s theorem,

that says that for each energy in a system with an odd number of half-integer spin

particles there are at least two degenerate states. The proof is simple and just require

us to show the orthogonality between |Ψ〉 and T |Ψ〉. Also, for time reversal invariant

Hamiltonians, we can show that states comes in Kramers’ degenerate pairs. When there is

also translational symmetry, the momentum becomes a good quantum number. In this

case, the Kramer’s degenerescence generically split into states at momenta ~k and −~k. Only

states at special momenta ~k = −~k remain double degenerated. This specials points are
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usually the high symmetry points of our system. For graphene they are the K points and

for III-V semiconductors the Γ-point.

2.3 Landè g-factor

In this section we show that using the minimal coupling in the effective mass

equations we obtain the orbital corrections to the electron g-factor.

2.3.1 One-band model

For a crystal with inversion symmetry, the one-electron band state for a given n

and ~k is at least twofold degenerate. For this system the effective mass equations up to

second order in perturbation theory, for ~P · ~π, become particularly simple. Neglecting the

terms involving V (~r), the pair of coupled equations (2.25) becomes,

 ~P

2m +
∑
µ

~P · ~πjµ~πµj · ~P(
ε

(0)
j − ε

(0)
µ

) + gµB ~Sj · ~B − ε

 fj(~r) = 0, (2.36)

where ~πjµ and ~S are 2× 2 matrices.

Any 2× 2 matrix can be written as a combination of Pauli matrices, hence121

πjµ = ~tjµ~I + i (~ujµσx + ~vjµσy + ~wjµσz)

πµj = ~tjµ~I − i (~ujµσx + ~vjµσy + ~wjµσz)

Sj = ~aj
σx
2 +~bj

σy
2 + ~cj

σz
2 . (2.37)

From Eq. (2.37), the product of two π-matrix components can be decomposed into

a spin-independent symmetric part and a spin-dependent anti-symmetric part as,

πξnn′π
η
m′m =

{
πξnn′ , π

η
m′m

}
S

+
{
πξnn′ , π

η
m′m

}
AS
. (2.38)

Here ξ, η are x, y, z.
{
πξnn′ , π

η
m′m

}
S
is the symmetrized combination,

{
πξnn′ , π

η
m′m

}
S

= 1
2
[
πξnn′π

η
m′m + πηmm′π

ξ
n′n

]
=

[
tξnn′t

η
mm′ + uξnn′u

η
mm′ + vξnn′v

η
mm′ + wξnn′w

η
mm′

]
~I, (2.39)
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and
{
πξnn′ , π

η
m′m

}
AS

is the anti-symmetrized combination,{
πξnn′ , π

η
m′m

}
AS

= 1
2
[
πξnn′π

η
m′m − π

η
mm′π

ξ
n′n

]
= −iσx

[
tξnn′u

η
mm′ − u

ξ
nn′t

η
mm′ + wξnn′v

η
mm′ − v

ξ
nn′w

η
mm′

]
−iσy

[
tξnn′v

η
mm′ − v

ξ
nn′t

η
mm′ + uξnn′w

η
mm′ − w

ξ
nn′u

η
mm′

]
−iσz

[
tξnn′w

η
mm′ − w

ξ
nn′t

η
mm′ + vξnn′u

η
mm′ + uξnn′v

η
mm′

]
, (2.40)

therefore {
πxjµ, π

y
µj

}
AS

= 1
2 [~πjµ × ~πµj]z . (2.41)

Applying this definitions to (2.36), and using the commutation relations [Px, Py] =

−i~eBz, etc, we find, [ 1
2m

~P · ~αj · ~P + µB ~S · ~gj · ~B − ε
]
fj(~r) = 0, (2.42)

where

~αj = ~I + 2m
∑
µ

{~πjµ, ~πµj}S(
ε

(0)
j − ε

(0)
µ

) , (2.43)

is the effective mass tensor, and

µB ~S · ~gj · ~B = µB

g (~ajSx +~bjSy + ~cjSz
)
− im

∑
µ

~πjµ × ~πµj(
ε

(0)
j − ε

(0)
µ

)
 · ~B, (2.44)

with ~S = ~σ/2. Here, ~gj is the effective Landè g-factor tensor, first obtained by Roth, Lax

& Zwerdling.74

In the above equations we identify that the effective mass of an electron in a crystal

arises from the symmetric part of the interband coupling, whereas the orbital correction

to the g-factor comes from the anti-symmetric part.

2.3.2 Degenerate bands

The set of coupled equations up to second order in ~P · ~π, can be obtained from

(2.23) and (2.24),

(Heff)lj = ε
(0)
l δlj +

~P 2

2m + ~P · ~πlj +
∑
µ

~πlµ · ~P~πµj · ~P(
ε− ε(0)

µ

) + gµB ~Slj · ~B (2.45)
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Following the same procedure as before, we can write the product ~πlµ · ~P~πµj · ~P in

terms of the symmetrized and anti-symmetrized combinations as

~πlµ · ~P~πµj · ~P = 1
2
~P · (~πlµ~πµj + ~πµj~πlµ) · ~P + 1

2
~P · (~πlµ~πµj − ~πµj~πlµ) · ~P (2.46)

therefore, Eq. (2.45) becomes

(Heff)lj = ε
(0)
l δlj + ~P · ~πlj +

x,y,z∑
ξ,η

Dξ,η
ij PξPη − ~µlj · ~B, (2.47)

where

Dξ,η
ij = 1

2
∑
µ

πξlµπηµj + πηlµπ
ξ
µj

ε− ε(0)
µ

+ δljδξη
2m , (2.48)

is the effective mass tensor, and

~µlj = −µB
{
gSlj − im

∑
µ

~πlµ × ~πµj
ε− ε(0)

µ

}
, (2.49)

is the Landè g-factor tensor.

In Eq. (2.47) the term ~P · ~πlj is zero if we are dealing with the bands inside the

same representation, as is the case of the valence bands. Nevertheless, it is non zero when j

and l belongs to bands with different representations. Hence, if we are treating conduction

and valence band as the full basis set, the term ~P · ~πlj → ~P · ~πcv where c belongs to the

conduction band basis states and v to the valence band basis states. This term gives the

explicit interband coupling and in the zinc-blende crystal phase it is known as the Kane

matrix element.124

2.4 Bulk k · p matrices

We can classify the various crystal phases by its symmetry group. Using Group

Theory, one can find the symmetries of the basis states of each crystal phase and, there-

fore, determine the non-zero elements. An example of such calculations is found in the

MasterThesis of a former student of the LFC group (P. E. Faria Junior). The process of

defining the energy bands we want to describe and subsequently devising a parametrized

k · p Hamiltonian is a semi-empirical method because one ends up with the zeros and

non-zero elements without knowing their values.
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Historically, the k · p Hamiltonians have been derived to describe the very vicinity

of some high symmetry ~k0 point, therefore, simplifying the Hamiltonian to only a few

parameters such as the electron effective mass and the inter band coupling, also known as

the Kane parameter or the optical matrix element.124 Effective mass parameters can be

obtained by standard experimental techniques such as cyclotron resonance155,156 or optical

measurements157,158 to cite a few, or theoretically, by fitting a parabolic dispersion159,160

very close to a high symmetry point, like the Γ-point. A problem with these techniques

is that they only work for the inner energy bands, i. e., the ones closest to the Fermi

level, usually the first conduction band and the heavy- and light-hole bands. Another

problem is that the coupling parameters, like the Kane parameter, cannot be directly

determined by those aforementioned techniques.75 Recently, the LFC group and colleagues

have proposed a general method in which all the parameters, inter band coupling inclusive,

can be determined through a fitting of the k · p Hamiltonians to a pre-established band

structure.119 This technique was latter applied to determine the parameters of a new

wurtzite k · p Hamiltonian, also developed by the LFC group and colleagues,144 using ab

initio band structure.109

2.4.1 Extended Kane model
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Figure 4: Bulk band scheme and first Brillouin zone for a zinc-blende crystal. In a) we
depict the 14 bands taken into account in the Extended Kane model. In b) we
show the Brillouin zone and its high symmetry points.

Source: By the author.
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The standard 8-band Luttinger-Kohn and/or Kane54,123,124,161–164 description of

the zinc-blende crystal have successfully explained and predicted a variety of experimental

results for both narrow- and wide-gap nanostructures. However, zinc-blende is a non

centro-symmetric crystal which implies that the Krammers degeneracy should be lifted,

effect not captured by the aforenamed k · p methods in general. A natural extension of

these methods is the explicit inclusion of extra, higher in energy, conduction bands, and

its explicit couplings with the previous ones, as seen in Fig. 4a). This extension is known

as the five level or extended Kane model75,165,166 and in view of Löwdin partitioning it is

composed by 14 states in the class A,
{
φα~k | α = 1, · · · , 14

}
.

In a tight-biding point of view, the standard 8-band k · p model describes the

antibonding s and the three bonding p orbitals. The zinc-blende crystal phase belongs to

the Td simple group representation which means that the standard 8-band k · p model

describes the first conduction band (with Γ6 symmetry) and the three topmost valence

bands: heavy- and light-hole (Γ8) and split-off hole, (Γ7).123,124,161,163,164,167 On the other

hand, the 14-band k · p model also take into consideration the three antibonding p orbitals,

as seen in Fig. 4a).

Table 1: Basis set, in the angular momentum representation, for the 14-band k · p model.
We denote the antibonding s and p orbitals as Γci , i = 6, 7, 8 and the bonding p
orbitals Γvi , i = 7, 8.

Γc8
∣∣∣32 , 3

2

〉
c′

= − 1√
2 |(X

′ + iY ′) ↑〉
∣∣∣32 , 1

2

〉
c′

= − 1√
6 |(X

′ + iY ′) ↓〉+ 2√
6 |Z

′ ↑〉∣∣∣32 ,−1
2

〉
c′

= 1√
6 |(X

′ − iY ′) ↑〉+ 2√
6 |Z

′ ↓〉
∣∣∣32 ,−3

2

〉
c′

= 1√
2 |(X

′ − iY ′) ↓〉

Γc7
∣∣∣12 , 1

2

〉
c′

= − 1√
3 |(X

′ + iY ′) ↓〉 − 1√
3 |Z

′ ↑〉
∣∣∣12 ,−1

2

〉
c′

= − 1√
3 |(X

′ − iY ′) ↑〉+ 1√
3 |Z

′ ↓〉

Γc6
∣∣∣12 , 1

2

〉
c

= |S ↑〉
∣∣∣12 ,−1

2

〉
c

= |S ↓〉

Γv8
∣∣∣32 , 3

2

〉
v

= − 1√
2 |(X + iY ) ↑〉

∣∣∣32 , 1
2

〉
v

= − 1√
6 |(X + iY ) ↓〉+ 2√

6 |Z ↑〉∣∣∣32 ,−1
2

〉
v

= 1√
6 |(X − iY ) ↑〉+ 2√

6 |Z ↓〉
∣∣∣32 ,−3

2

〉
v

= 1√
2 |(X − iY ) ↓〉

Γv7
∣∣∣12 , 1

2

〉
v

= − 1√
3 |(X + iY ) ↓〉 − 1√

3 |Z ↑〉
∣∣∣12 ,−1

2

〉
v

= − 1√
3 |(X − iY ) ↑〉+ 1√

3 |Z ↓〉

Source: Adapted from WINKLER;132 FABIAN et al.67

The total k · p Hamiltonian, in the basis given in Table 1, reads as

HZB
AM =


Hv Hvc Hvc′

Hcv Hc Hcc′

Hc′v Hc′c Hc′

+


HSO 0 H ′′SO

0 0 0

H ′′†SO 0 H ′SO

 . (2.50)
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the specific terms follow. Here and throughout the text we will use the following notation,

k2 = k2
x + k2

y + k2
z and k± = kx ± iky.

The quadratic dispersion of the Γc6 band is given by

Hc = diag
[
E0 + Fk2, E0 + Fk2

]
, (2.51)

F being the effective mass parameter and E0 its energy at Γ-point, measured from the

top of the valence Γv8 band.

The quadratic dispersion of the Γc8 and Γc7 bands is given by

H ′c = diag
[
E ′0 + Ak2, E ′0 + Ak2, E ′0 + Ak2, E ′0 + Ak2, E ′0 + Ak2, E ′0 + Ak2

]
, (2.52)

where A its effective mass parameter (the inverse of the free electron mass in this ap-

proximation) and E ′0 its energy at Γ-point, measured from the top of the valence Γv8
band.

The first order interaction term between Γc6 with Γc8 and Γc7 conduction bands is

Hcc′ = P1

 − ik+√
2 i

√
2
3kz

ik−√
6 0 − ikz√

3 − ik−√
3

0 − ik+√
6 i

√
2
3kz

ik−√
2 − ik+√

3
ikz√

3

 (2.53)

The first order interaction term between Γc6 with Γv8 and Γv7 valence bands is

Hcv = P0

 − k+√
2

√
2
3kz

k−√
6 0 − kz√

3 −
k−√

3

0 − k+√
6

√
2
3kz

k−√
2 −

k+√
3

kz√
3

 , (2.54)

and the first order interaction term between Γc8 and Γc7 conduction bands with Γv8 and Γv7
valence bands is

Hc′v = Q0



0 ik+√
3

ikz√
3 0 − ik+√

6 −i
√

2
3kz

− ik−√
3 0 0 ikz√

3 0 ik+√
2

− ikz√
3 0 0 − ik+√

3 − ik−√
2 0

0 − ikz√
3

ik−√
3 0 −i

√
2
3kz

ik−√
6

ik−√
6 0 ik+√

2 i
√

2
3kz 0 0

i
√

2
3kz −

ik−√
2 0 − ik+√

6 0 0


. (2.55)
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The first order spin-orbit coupling for the Γc8 and Γc7 conduction bands is

H ′SO = diag (∆′0,∆′0,∆′0,∆′0, 0, 0) , (2.56)

for the Γv8 and Γv7 is

HSO = diag (0, 0, 0, 0,−∆0,−∆0) , (2.57)

and the spin-orbit coupling between Γc8 and Γc7 conduction bands and Γv8 and Γv7 valence

bands is

H ′′SO = diag
(
− i3∆−,−

1
3∆−,

i

3∆−,
1
3∆−,

2i
3 ∆−,−

2
3∆−

)
. (2.58)

Finally, the second order k · p interaction on the Γv8 and Γv7 valence bands is

Hvv =



Q S R 0 − S√
2 −

√
2R

S† T 0 R Q−T√
2

√
3
2S

R† 0 T −S
√

3
2S
† T−Q√

2

0 R† −S† Q
√

2R† − S†√
2

− S†√
2

Q−T√
2

√
3
2S
√

2R (Q+T )
2 0

−
√

2R†
√

3
2S
† T−Q√

2 − S√
2 0 (Q+T )

2


, (2.59)

whose terms are

Q = −
(
k2
x + k2

y

)
(γ1 + γ2)− k2

z (γ1 − 2γ2)

T = −
(
k2
x + k2

y

)
(γ1 − γ2)− k2

z (γ1 + 2γ2)

R =
√

3
[
γ2
(
k2
x − k2

y

)
− 2iγ3kxky

]
S = 2

√
3γ3k−kz, (2.60)

γ1, γ2, γ3 being the effective mass parameters for the Γv8 and Γv7 valence bands.

The parameters E0, E ′0, P0, P1, Q0, ∆0, ∆−, ∆′0, F , A and γ1, γ2, γ3 are specific for

each semiconductor material and its values have to be filled in by external sources.168,169

Also, with the explicit inclusion of the k · p couplings in the 14-band Hamiltonian the

effective mass parameters are modified as following

γ1 = γL1 −
1
3

(
P 2

0
E0

+ Q2
0

∆′0 + E ′0
+ Q2

0
E ′0

)
, (2.61)
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γ2 = γL2 −
1
6

(
P 2

0
E0
− Q2

0
E ′0

)
, (2.62)

γ3 = γL3 −
1
6

(
P 2

0
E0

+ Q2
0

E ′0

)
, (2.63)

the electron effective mass becomes

m0

m∗
− 1 = −1

3

(
P 2

0
∆0 + E0

+ 2P
2
0
E0

+ 2 P 2
1

E0 − E ′0 −∆′0
+ P 2

1
E0 − E ′0

)
, (2.64)

and the g-factor becomes

g∗
g0
− 1 = −1

3

(
P 2

0
E0 + ∆0

− P 2
0
E0

+ P 2
1

E0 − E ′0
− P 2

1
E0 − E ′0 −∆′0

)
(2.65)

where γL1 , γL2 , γL3 are the Luttinger parameters,123 m∗ the electron effective mass parameter

and g∗ the effective Landè g-factor.75,132,149

In bulk systems, if one wants to obtain the dispersion relation along another

direction they only have to vary the wave-vector k accordingly. For the [110] direction

we make the following substitutions kx → k cosφ and ky → k sinφ where φ is the polar

angle (the angle with the ẑ axis). For the [111] direction we make kx → k sin θ cosφ,

ky → k sin θ sinφ and kz → k cos θ where θ is the azimuthal angle (the x y-plane angle).

These directions can be visualized in Fig. 4b), the [110] direction is the line connecting

the points Γ and K. The [111] direction is the line connecting the points Γ and L.

What about if one wants to obtain the energy dispersion of confined systems, like

quantum wells, wires or dots, along these directions? In the next subsection we show how

to perform a matrix rotation which will transform the coordinate system to the desired

orientation.

2.4.1.1 [110] direction

To derive the k · p Hamiltonian in a new growth direction we need to both rotate

the coordinate axis as well as the spin axis from the old direction to the new one. Consider

two coordinate systems x, y, z and x̃, ỹ, z̃, the matrix that performs the rotation from one
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frame to the other is given by

U =


cos θ cosφ cos θ sinφ − sin θ

− sinφ cosφ 0

sin θ cosφ sin θ sinφ cos θ

 , (2.66)

and the matrix that rotates the spin degree of freedom from one frame to the other is

given by

Ms =

 e−i
φ
2 cos θ

2 ei
φ
2 sin θ

2

−e−iφ2 sin θ
2 ei

φ
2 cos θ

2

 . (2.67)

Therefore the complete rotation matrix is obtained by making the direct product

of the spinoral and spatial rotation matrices, Ms ⊗ U .

To rotate the 14-band k · p Hamiltonian from the [001] coordinate system to the

[110] and write the final Hamiltonian in the basis set given in Table 1, in the new coordinate

system
∣∣∣(X̃ ′, Ỹ ′, Z̃ ′, X̃, Ỹ , Z̃)(↑̃, ↓̃)

〉
, we do

H̃
[110]
ZB,AM = U †,14

ZB M∗
c U

14
ZBH

ZB
AM U14,†

ZB MT
c U

14
ZB, (2.68)

where

Mc =


Ms ⊗ U 0 0

0 Ms 0

0 0 Ms ⊗ U

 , (2.69)

with θ = π/2 and φ = π/4. The coordinate system rotation is depicted in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Representation of the new coordinate axis in the old frame of reference. We are
rotating the [001] to the [110] , i. e., we want the ẑ to be transformed to ẑ′.

Source: By the author.

The matrix, U14
ZB, which writes the angular momentum basis in the orbital basis is

U14
ZB =



− 1√
2 0 1√

6 0 0 − 1√
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

− i√
2 0 − i√

6 0 0 i√
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 2√
6 0 0 − 1√

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 − 1√

6 0 1√
2 − 1√

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 − i√

6 0 − i√
2 − i√

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2√

6 0 0 1√
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 − 1√

2 0 1√
6 0 0 − 1√

3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 − i√
2 0 − i√

6 0 0 i√
3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2√
6 0 0 − 1√

3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 − 1√

6 0 1√
2 − 1√

3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 − i√

6 0 − i√
2 − i√

3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2√

6 0 0 1√
3



.

(2.70)

The final step is to rewrite the old wave vector ~k with respect to the new ones:

kx = − 1√
2 k̃y + 1√

2 k̃z, ky = 1√
2 k̃y + 1√

2 k̃z and kz = −k̃x. Computing eq. (2.68), and making

the wave vectors substitutions, we realize that only two blocks are different from the

[001] direction: the Hvc′ and Hvv.

The spin-orbit coupling between Γc8 and Γc7 conduction bands with Γv8 and Γv7
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valence bands now reads as

Hvc′ = Q0



2kx kz√
3

k′+
2
√

3 0 − kz√
6 −

k′+√
6

kz√
3 −2kx 0 k′+

2
√

3
kx√

2
kz√

2
k′−

2
√

3 0 −2kx − kz√
3

kz√
2 − kx√

2

0 k′−
2
√

3 − kz√
3 2kx

k′−√
6 − kz√

6

− kZ√
6

kx√
2

kz√
2

k′+√
6 0 0

− k′−√
6

kz√
2 − kx√

2 − kz√
6 0 0


, (2.71)

and the terms of Hvv becomes

Q = −k2
x (γ1 + γ2)− k2

y

(
γ1 −

γ2

2 + 3γ3

2

)
− k2

z

(
γ1 −

γ2

2 −
3γ3

2

)
T = −k2

x (γ1 − γ2)− k2
y

(
γ1 + γ2

2 + 3γ3

2

)
− k2

z

(
γ1 + γ2

2 −
3γ3

2

)
R =

√
3

2
[
2γ2k

2
x − 4iγ3kxky − k2

y (γ2 + γ3) + k2
z (γ3 − γ2)

]
S = 2

√
3kz (γ3kx − iγ2ky) . (2.72)

To simplify the notation we already dropped the wave-vector tilde.

2.4.1.2 [111] direction

Using the same methodology as in the section before, we can also rotate the [001] 14-

band k · p Hamiltonian to the [111] direction. The matrix that rotates the coordinate axis

is given by

U =


1√
6

1√
6 −

2√
6

− 1√
2

1√
2 0

1√
3

1√
3

1√
3

 , (2.73)

with the coordinate system rotation represented in Fig. (6).

The trigonometric relations unsed in the spin-rotation matrix, Ms, are: sin θ
2 =√

3−
√

3
6 , cos θ

2 =
√

3+
√

3
6 , sin φ

2 =
√

2−
√

2
4 and cos φ

2 =
√

2+
√

2
4 . Also, the wave-vector trans-

forms as kx = 1√
6 k̃x −

1√
2 k̃y + 1√

3 k̃z, ky = 1√
6 k̃x + 1√

2 k̃y + 1√
3 k̃z and kz = −

√
2
3 k̃x −

1√
3 k̃z.
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Figure 6: Representation of the new coordinate axis in the old frame of reference. We are
rotating the [001] to the [111] , i. e., we want the ẑ direction to be transformed
to ẑ′.

Source: By the author.

Expliciting this rotation we end up (again only showing the modified terms), with:

Hvc′ = Q0



− kz√
3

k−
3

√
2

3 k+ 0 − k−
3
√

2 −2
3k+

k+
3

kz√
3 0

√
2

3 k+ −
√

2
3kz

k−√
6√

2
3 k− 0 kz√

3 −1
3k−

k+√
6

√
2
3kz

0
√

2
3 k− −1

3k+ − kz√
3

2k−
3 − k+

3
√

2

− k+
3
√

2 −
√

2
3kz

k−√
6

2k+
3 0 0

−2
3k−

k+√
6

√
2
3kz − k−

3
√

2 0 0


(2.74)

and the terms of Hvv transforms to

Q = −γ1k
2 + γ3

(
2k2

z − k2
x − k2

y

)
T = −γ1k

2 − γ3
(
2k2

z − k2
x − k2

y

)
R = k2

− (γ2 + 2γ3) + 2
√

2k+kz (γ3 − γ2)√
3

S =
√

2
3
[√

2k−kz (2γ2 + γ3) + k2
+ (γ3 − γ2)

]
. (2.75)

To simplify the notation we also dropped the wave-vector tilde.
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Figure 7: Bulk band scheme and first Brillouin zone for a wurtzite crystal. In a) we
depict the 8 bands taken into account in the wurtzite model. In b) we show
the Brillouin zone with the high symmetry points. The energy labels are, in
the Chuang & Chang145 notation: Ec = Eg + ∆1 + ∆2, E0

1 = ∆1 + ∆2, E0
2 =

∆1−∆2
2 +

√(
∆1−∆2

2

)
+ 2 ∆2

3 and E0
3 = ∆1−∆2

2 −
√(

∆1−∆2
2

)
+ 2 ∆2

3, where Eg is
the gap energy, ∆1 is the crystal field splitting (due to the distinction between z
and x y) and ∆2 and ∆3 are the spin-orbit coupling energies.

Source: By the author.

2.4.2 Wurtzite model

Another very important crystal phase is the Wurzite. Unlike zinc-blende, wurtzite

has hexagonal symmetry, less symmetric than the cubic one, and therefore it will have

more non-zero matrix elements in its description. The Kane-like 8-band k · p Hamiltonian

which describes wurtzite was developed by Chuang & Chang145 in 1997, its scheme is

depicted in Fig. 7a).

Usually III-V nitride compounds are the only ones that crystallizes as wurtzite

in bulk form. However, with the appearance of a new type of nanostructure known as

polytypical nanowires (or nanowiskers),107,170,171 large diameter nanowires where the

heterostructure if formed along the wire’s growth direction by changing the crystal phase

(keeping the same compound) instead of changing the compound itself, it was possible to

obtain other III-V compounds in the wurtzite crystal phase. To describe these polytypical

nanowires, a hybrid k · p model was developed by the LFC group151 and latter applied172

to accuratelly explain the absorption polarization in InP polytypical nanowires.173

To improve upon the standard Kane-like description of wurtzite the LFC group
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and colleagues144 devised an extension of the 8-band k · p Hamiltonian which includes the

often neglected108,145–152 k dependent spin-orbit coupling term. Although this term slight

modifies the energies at Γ, the general picture presented in Fig. 7a) still holds.

Table 2: Basis set, in the quasi-angular momentum representation, for the 8-band wurtzite
k · p model.

Γv9 |c1〉 = − 1√
2 |(X + iY ) ↑〉 |c4〉 = 1√

2 |(X − iY ) ↓〉

Γv7 |c2〉 = 1√
2 |(X − iY ) ↑〉 |c5〉 = − 1√

2 |(X + iY ) ↓〉

Γ′,v7 |c3〉 = |Z ↑〉 |c6〉 = |Z ↓〉
Γc7 |c7〉 = |iS ↑〉 |c8〉 = |iS ↓〉

Source: Adapted from FARIA JUNIOR et al.144

Using the basis set described in Table 2, the 8-band k · p Hamiltonian reads

HWZ = H0 +H
(1)
SO +H

(1)
kp +H

(1)
kSO +H

(2)
kp . A more detailled description of the Hamiltonian

can be found in Ref. 144, here we only show the matrix representation of each term.

H0 is given by

H0 = diag [∆1,∆1, 0,∆1,∆1, 0, Ec, Ec] , (2.76)

where ∆1 is the crystal field splitting energy due to the anisotropy between the x y plane

and the z direction and Ec is the energy of the conduction band.

The first order spin-orbit term is

H
(1)
SO =



∆1 + ∆2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 ∆1 −∆2 0 0 0
√

2∆3 0 i
√

2∆4

0 0 0 0
√

2∆3 0 0 0

0 0 0 ∆1 + ∆2 0 0 0 0

0 0
√

2∆3 0 ∆1 −∆2 0 i
√

2∆4 0

0
√

2∆3 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −i
√

2∆4 0 0 0

0 −i
√

2∆4 0 0 0 0 0 0



.

(2.77)
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The first order k · p term is

H
(1)
kp =



0 0 −iA7k− 0 0 0 −P2k−√
2 0

0 0 iA7k+ 0 0 0 P2k+√
2 0

iA7k+ −iA7k− 0 0 0 0 P1kz 0

0 0 0 0 0 iA7k+ 0 P2k+√
2

0 0 0 0 0 −iA7k− 0 −P2k−√
2

0 0 0 −iA7k− iA7k+ 0 0 P1kz

−P2k+√
2

P2k−√
2 P1kz 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 P2k−√
2 −P2k+√

2 P1kz 0 0



.

(2.78)
The k dependent spin-orbit interaction is

H
(1)
kSO =



0 0 − iα1k−√
2 0 −iα2k− 0 β1k−√

2 0
0 0 − iα1k+√

2 −iα2k− 0 i
√

2α1kz
β1k+√

2 −
√

2β1kz
iα1k+√

2
iα1k−√

2 0 0 −i
√

2α1kz −iα3k− 0 β2k−

0 iα2k+ 0 0 0 iα1k+√
2 0 −β1k+√

2

iα2k+ 0 i
√

2α1kz 0 0 iα1k−√
2 −

√
2β1kz −β1k−√

2

0 −i
√

2α1kz iα3k+ − iα1k−√
2 − iα1k+√

2 0 −β2k+ 0
β1k+√

2
β1k−√

2 0 0 −
√

2β1kz −β2k− 0 −iγ1k−

0 −
√

2β1kz β2k+ −β1k−√
2 −β1k+√

2 0 iγ1k+ 0


, (2.79)

and the second order k · p term,

H
(2)
kp =



λ+ θ −K∗ −H∗ 0 0 0 T † 0

−K λ+ θ H 0 0 0 T 0

−H H∗ λ 0 0 0 U 0

0 0 0 λ+ θ −K H 0 T

0 0 0 −K∗ λ+ θ −H∗ 0 T †

0 0 0 H∗ −H λ 0 U

T T † U † 0 0 0 V 0

0 0 0 T † T U † 0 V



, (2.80)
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with them matrix elements given by

λ = A1k
2
z + A2

(
k2
x + k2

y

)
θ = A3k

2
z + A4

(
k2
x + k2

y

)
K = A5k

2
+

H = A6k+kz (2.81)

V = e1k
2
z + e2

(
k2
x + k2

y

)
T = iB3k+kz

U = i
[
B1k

2
z +B2

(
k2
x + k2

y

)]
.

Unlike zinc-blend, wurtzite has two effective masses, one in the z direction and

other in the x y plane, given by

mz = e1 + P 2
1
Ec
− 2β2

1
∆1 −∆2 − Ec

+ 2∆4
2 (A1 + A3)

(∆1 −∆2 − Ec)2

− 4B1∆3∆4

Ec (∆1 −∆2 − Ec)
+ 4β1∆3P1

Ec (∆1 −∆2 − Ec)
+ 4α1∆4P1

Ec (∆1 −∆2 − Ec)
(2.82)

and

mxy = e2 + (P2 + β1)2

2 (Ec −∆1 + ∆2) + (P2 − β1)2

2 (Ec −∆1 −∆2) + β2
2
Ec

2∆4
2 (A2 + A4)

(∆1 −∆2 − Ec)2

+ 2α2β1∆4

(∆1 −∆2 − Ec) (∆1 + ∆2 − Ec)
+ 2β1β2∆3

Ec (∆1 −∆2 − Ec)
+ 2α1β2∆4

Ec (∆1 −∆2 − Ec)

+ 2
√

2A7β2∆4

Ec (∆1 −∆2 − Ec)
− 4B2∆3∆4

Ec (∆1 −∆2 − Ec)
+ 2β1∆4γ1

(∆1 −∆2 − Ec)2

− 2α2∆4P2

(∆1 + ∆2 − Ec) (∆1 −∆2 − Ec)
+ 2β2∆3P2

Ec (∆1 −∆2 − Ec)
+ 2∆4γ1P2

(∆1 −∆2 − Ec)2(2.83)

Since the basis set for wurtzite does not diagonalize the spin-orbit coupling at
~k = 0, the Landè g-factor does not have a nice formula like in zinc-blend and the best way

is to compute it numerically by the Hamiltonian, nevertheless in Refs. 75 and 149 they

provide a formula for the g-factor in both directions, z and x y plane, which depends on

the off-diagonal spin-orbit coupling parameters.
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2.4.2.1
[
112̄0

]
and

[
101̄0

]
directions

Following the same prescription as in subsections 2.4.1.1 and 2.4.1.2, we now rotate

the wurtzite Hamiltonian from the [0001] to the
[
112̄0

]
and

[
101̄0

]
directions.139 In Fig.

7b) we presented the first Brillouin zone for wurtzite with the high symmetry points. The

rotation to
[
112̄0

]
aims to point the ẑ axis along Γ −M direction, and the rotation to[

101̄0
]
along the Γ−K direction. One peculiarity of this Hamiltonians is that since we

are treating points very near the Γ-point and both and despite being distinct directions,

the final rotated Hamiltonian, however, is equal for both directions.

The angles that rotates from the [0001] to the
[
112̄0

]
direction are θ = π

2 and

φ = 0. Therefore the rotation matrix is given by

U =


0 0 −1

0 1 0

1 0 0

 (2.84)

with the coordinate axis given in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Representation of the new coordinate axis in the old frame of reference. We are
rotating the [0001] to the

[
112̄0

]
, i. e., we want the ẑ direction to be transformed

to ẑ′.

Source: By the author.

The angles that rotates from the [0001] to the
[
101̄0

]
direction are θ = π

2 and
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φ = π
6 , giving us the following rotation matrix

U =


0 0 −1

−1
2

√
3

2 0
√

3
2

1
2 0

 (2.85)

with the coordinate axis given in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Representation of the new coordinate axis in the old frame of reference. We are
rotating the [0001] to the

[
101̄0

]
, i. e., we want the ẑ direction to be transformed

to ẑ′.

Source: By the author.

The Hamiltonian in the new direction is obtained by computing

H̃WZ = U †WZM
∗
c UWZ HWZ U

†
WZM

T
c UWZ (2.86)

The matrix UWZ is

UWZ =



− 1√
2

1√
2 0 0 0 0 0 0

− i√
2 −

i√
2 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1√
2 − 1√

2 0 0 0

0 0 0 − i√
2 −

i√
2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i



(2.87)
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and the wave-vector transformation are kx → k̃z, ky → k̃y and kz → −k̃x for the[
112̄0

]
direction; and kx → − k̃y

2 +
√

3
2 k̃y, ky →

√
3

2 k̃y + k̃z
2 and kz → −k̃x for the[

101̄0
]
direction.

The terms to construct of the rotate wurtzite Hamiltonian H̃WZ will follow. The

band edge energies are given by

H̃0 = diag
[

∆1

2 + ∆3,
∆1

2 −∆3,∆1,
∆1

2 + ∆3,
∆1

2 −∆3,∆1, Ec, Ec

]
, (2.88)

and the first order spin-orbit coupling by

H̃
(1)
SO =



0 ∆1
2 0 0 0 ∆2−∆3√

2
i∆4√

2 0
∆1
2 0 0 0 0 ∆2+∆3√

2
i∆4√

2 0

0 0 0 ∆2−∆3√
2

∆2+∆3√
2 0 0 i∆4

0 0 ∆2−∆3√
2 0 0 0 0 − i∆4√

2

0 0 ∆2+∆3√
2 0 0 0 0 − i∆4√

2
∆2−∆3√

2
∆2+∆3√

2 0 0 0 0 −i∆4 0
−i∆4√

2
−i∆4√

2 0 0 0 i∆4 0 0

0 0 −i∆4
i∆4√

2
i∆4√

2 0 0 0



, (2.89)

and the first order k · p term by
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H̃
(1

)
k
p

=

                        −
√

2A
7k
y

0
−
iA

7k
z

0
0

0
−
k
x
P

1
+
ik
y
P

2
√

2
0

0
√

2A
7k
y

iA
7k
z

0
0

0
i(
−
ik
x
P

1
+
k
y
P

2
)

√
2

0

iA
7k
z

−
iA

7k
z

0
0

0
0

k
z
P

2
0

0
0

0
√

2A
7k
y

0
iA

7k
z

0
−
i(
ik
x
P

1
−
k
y
P

2
)

√
2

0
0

0
0

−
√

2A
7k
y
−
iA

7k
z

0
−
i(
ik
x
P

1
+
k
y
P

2
)

√
2

0
0

0
−
iA

7k
z

iA
7k
z

0
0

k
z
P

2

i(
ik
x
P

1
−
k
y
P

2
)

√
2

−
i(
ik
x
P

1
+
k
y
P

2
)

√
2

P
2k
z

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
i(
−
ik
x
P

1
−
k
y
P

2
)

√
2

−
k
x
P

1
+
ik
y
P

2
√

2
k
z
P

2
0

0

                        ,
(2
.9
0)
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lin
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rm
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H̃
(1

)
k
S
O
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−
k

y 2
(α

2
+
α

3
)

−
k

y 2
(α

2
−
α

3
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ik
x
α

1
0

−
1 2
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(2
α

1
+
α

2
−
α

3
)
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1 2
ik
z
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2
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α

3
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−
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1
k

x
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α

1
k

y
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2
β

1
k

x
−
iβ

2
k

y
√

2
k

z
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β

1
)

√
2
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3
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ik
x
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1
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(α

2
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α

3
)

0
−

1 2
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z

(α
2

+
α

3
)

1 2
ik
z

(2
α

1
−
α

2
+
α

3
)

iα
1
k

−
√

2
β

1
k

x
+
iβ

2
k

y
√

2
−
k

z
(β

1
+
β

2
)

√
2

0
0

−
α

2
k
y

iα
1
k

−
√

2
0

−
iα

2
k
z

0
β

1
k
−

i 2
(2
α

1
+
α

2
−
α

3
)k

z
i 2

(α
2

+
α

3
)k

z
−
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1
k
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√

2
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3
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−
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√
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+
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√
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+
√
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+
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−
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√
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√
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−
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√
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−
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H̃
(2)
kp =



H11 −H∗21 −H∗23 0 0 0 T ∗ 0

−H21 H22 H23 0 0 0 T 0

−H23 H∗23 H33 0 0 0 U 0

0 0 0 H11 −H21 H23 0 T

0 0 0 −H∗21 H22 −H∗23 0 T ∗

0 0 0 H∗23 −H23 H33 0 U

T T ∗ U∗ 0 0 0 V 0

0 0 0 T ∗ T U∗ 0 V



, (2.92)

with the matrix elements given by

H11 = λ+ θ

2 + K

2
H22 = λ+ θ

2 + K

2
H33 = λ+ θ −K

H21 = −θ2 −
K

2 + i
√

2A6kxky

H23 = i
√

2A5kykz + A6kxkz

λ = A1k
2
x + A2

(
k2
y + k2

z

)
(2.93)

θ = A3k
2
x + A4

(
k2
y + k2

z

)
K = A5

(
k2
y − k2

z

)
T =

−i
[
B1k

2
x +B2

(
k2
y + k2

z

)]
+
√

2B3kxky√
2

U = −i
√

2B3kxkz

Ec = e1k
2
x + e2

(
k2
y + k2

z

)
.

To simplify the notation we dropped the wave-vector tilde.

2.5 Plane wave expansion

Going back to the problem described by Eq. (2.25), we can expand it carring on

the perturbation up to second order in the ~P · ~π and write its general form like

A∑
α

[Kα′α(~r) + Vα′α(~r)] fα(~r) = E fα′(~r) (2.94)
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where

Kα′α(~r) = 1
2
[
~P · ~πα′α(~r) + ~πα′α(~r) · ~P

]
+

x,y,z∑
i,j

PiD
ij
α′α(~r)Pj, (2.95)

and

Vα′α(~r) = δα′α
[
E(0)
α (~r) + V (~r)

]
+ hSOα′α(~r) +HZ

α′α(~r). (2.96)

The effective mass tensor is

Dξ,η
ij (~r) = 1

2

B∑
µ

πξlµπηµj + πηlµπ
ξ
µj

ε− ε(0)
µ

+ δljδξη
2m , (2.97)

the spin-orbit coupling matrix element is

hSOα′α(~r) =
[

~
4m2 c2 (∇V (~r)× ~p) · σ

]
α′α

, (2.98)

the Zeeman spin-splitting is

HZ
α′α(~r) = −~µα′α(~r) · ~B, (2.99)

with the effective Landè g-factor tensor given by

~µlj(~r) = −µB
{
gSlj − im

B∑
µ

~πlµ × ~πµj
ε− ε(0)

µ

}
. (2.100)

In the above equations, we explicitly wrote all terms with a spatial dependence.

The total wave function of the system is written as

ψ =
∑
n

1√
N
fn(~r)un,0(~r), (2.101)

where N is some normalization constant. We also should remember that for the general

formulation, ~P = ~p+ e ~A and ~π = ~p
m
− ~

2m2c2∇V0 × ~S.

The system of coupled differential equations we have obtained, Eq. (2.94), does

not have a general analytical solution. There are a lot of numerical methods capable
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of solving this type of equation such as finite differences,174,175 finite elements176 and

spectral methods126,172,177–180 to cite a few. The solution of equations like Eq. (2.94) in real

space could lead to spurious solutions.181–184 To avoid cumbersome fixes to the real space

solvers, apply plane wave expansion, or the Fourier transformations, a spectral method.

Plane waves form a closed basis set and, specially, its derivatives are also contained in

the set itself. Since we are dealing with a set of coupled partial differential equations with

second order derivatives the use of plane waves decouples the equations simplifying our

calculations.

Given any spatial varying quantity, O(~r), its discrete Fourier transformation is

written as

O(~r) =
∑
K′
ei
~K′·~rO ~K′ . (2.102)

Analyzing Eq. (2.94), we see that there are at least three terms to be expanded:

V α′α(~r),~πα′α(~r) and Dij
α′α(~r). Besides those, the envelope function also has to be ex-

panded.125 To expand it we introduce the super-cell concept. As the Bloch functions are

periodic in the crystal lattice, the envelope functions will be in the new unitary cell defined

by the heterostructure. Hence

fα~k(~r) = ei
~k·~rgα(~r)

= ei
~k·~r∑

~K

ei
~K·~rgα ~K(~k)

=
∑
~K

ei(~k+ ~K)·~rgα ~K(~k). (2.103)

To fully consider the magnetic field effects one should consider from the beginning

that ~P = ~p+ e ~A and derive a system of equations describing both Landau levels and the

orbital correction to the g-factor. In this thesis I’ll be concerned with the g-factor for small

enough magnetic fields were the Landau levels can be neglected. Therefore, the orbital

corrections to the g-factor, see Eq. (2.99), can be calculated from perturbation theory.132

Nevertheless, applying (2.102) and (2.103) into (2.25), we get

E(~k) gα′ ~K(~k) =
A∑
α

∑
~K′

{
V α′α

∆ ~K
+ ~

2m0
~Pα′α

∆ ~K
·
[(
~k + ~K ′

)
+
(
~k + ~K

)]

+
x,y,z∑
l,m

[
~2 (kl +Kl) (km +K ′m) γα′α

lm,∆ ~K
− i~ (kl +Kl)Rα′α

lm,∆ ~K

−i~ (km +K ′m)Sα′α
lm,∆ ~K

+ Tα
′α

lm,∆ ~K

]}
gα ~K′(~k) (2.104)
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with V α′α
∆ ~K

= δα′αE
α
0,∆ ~K

+ δα′αV∆ ~K +hα
′α
SO,∆ ~K

+Hα′α
Z,∆ ~K

, Rα′α
ij (~r) = eDα′α

ij (~r)Aj(~r), Sα
′α

ij (~r) =

eAi(~r)Dα′α
ij (~r) and Tα′αij (~r) = e2Ai(~r)Dα′α

ij (~r)Aj(~r)

In its final form the expanded Hamiltonian, given by Eq. (2.104), is constructed

using the ∆ ~K = ~K − ~K ′, where ~K varies according to Eq. (2.105). Hence, for a given

number of plane waves, (NPW), our potential in the real space will be discretized using

4 × NPW + 1 and the envelope functions using 2 × NPW + 1. The Fourier expansion

coefficients and the momenta relates to the size of the system as given bellow

{
Kj, K

′
j

}
= nj

2π
Lj
, − π

Lj
≤ kj ≤

π

Lj
, j = x, y, z. (2.105)

2.5.1 g-factor in the envelope function approximation and plane wave expansion

Now that we know how the g-factor appear in the k · p formalism, lets further

generalize it and show how to compute the g-factors in a generic heterostructure under

the envelope function approximation and the plane wave expansion.

Suppose the following Schrödinger equation

(HC +HB) Ψ(~r) = EΨ(~r) (2.106)

with

HC = p2

2m0
+ V (~r) + ~

4m2
0c

2

[
~∇V (~r)× ~p

]
· ~σ (2.107)

and

HB = µB
2
~B ·

[2
~

(~r × ~π) + g0~σ
]

(2.108)

where HC is the crystal Hamiltonian with spin-orbit coupling and HB is the magnetic field

Hamiltonian. Latter in this section we show that the Eq. (2.108) leads into Eq. (2.49).

Suppose now that we know the solutions to the problem without magnetic field, i.

e., HC

∣∣∣n,~k〉 = En
(
~k
) ∣∣∣n,~k〉. Specifically, lets assume that we are only interested in the

solution at Γ-point. Therefore we shorten out notatio to HC |n〉 = En |n〉. Since we are

dealing with confined systems in general, being quantum wells, wires or dots, we can write
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|n〉 as

|n〉 =
∑
α

|Fα,n, α〉

〈~r|Fl, l〉 = fl,n (~r)ul,Γ (~r) (2.109)

Let’s then write HB in the basis of the diagonalized problem, i. e., the set of

|Fα,n, α〉 functions

〈Fn,α, α |HB|Fm,β, β〉 =
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣µB2 ~B ·
[2
~

(~r × ~π) + g0~σ
]∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β〉

= µB
2
~B · [g0 〈Fn,α, α |~σ|Fm,β, β〉

+2
~
〈Fn,α, α |(~r × ~π)|Fm,β, β〉

]
(2.110)

We have now to consider the following matrix elements: 〈Fn,α, α |(~r × ~π)|Fm,β, β〉

and 〈Fn,α, α |~σ|Fm,β, β〉. The second matrix element expands to:

〈Fn,α, α |~σ|Fm,β, β〉 =
basisset∑
α,β

∫
d3r f ∗n,α (~r)u∗α,Γ (~r)~σfm,β (~r)uβ,Γ (~r)

=
∑
α,β

∫
d3r f ∗n,α (~r) fm,β (~r)u∗α,Γ (~r)~σuβ,Γ (~r)

=
∑
α,β

[∫
d3r f ∗n,α (~r) fm,β (~r)

] 〈
α
∣∣∣~Σ∣∣∣ β〉

=
∑
α,β

Mα,β

n,m,~k

〈
α
∣∣∣~Σ∣∣∣ β〉 (2.111)

whereMα,β

n,m,~k
=
∫
d3r f ∗n,α (~r) fm,β (~r) is the overlap integral between the envelope functions

of states n and m for diferent basis states α and β.

Remember that, or, using Heisenberg equation of motion,

[~r,HC ] = i~
{

1
m0

~p+ ~
4m2

0c
2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]}

= i~
m0

~π (2.112)

Therefore,

〈Fn,α, α |[~r,HC ]|Fm,β, β〉 = 〈Fn,α, α |~rHC −HC~r|Fm,β, β〉

= (Em − En) 〈Fn,α, α |~r|Fm,β, β〉

= i~
m0
〈Fn,α, α |~π|Fm,β, β〉 (2.113)
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which gives us

〈Fn,α, α |~r|Fm,β, β〉 = ~
im0

〈Fn,α, α |~π|Fm,β, β〉
(En − Em) (2.114)

and if we substitute back into Eq. (2.110) we recover the expression given by Eq. (2.49),

but in the envelope function approximation.

Finally, we can write a term, labeled here as a were a, b, c ∈ x, y, z, of the matrix

element 〈Fn,α, α |(~r × ~π)|Fm,β, β〉, as

〈Fn,α, α |(~r × ~π)a|Fm,β, β〉 = 〈Fn,α, α |bπc − cπb|Fm,β, β〉

= 〈Fn,α, α |bπc|Fm,β, β〉 − 〈Fn,α, α |cπb|Fm,β, β〉

=
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣b
(∑

l

|Fl,γ, γ〉 〈Fl,γ, γ|
)
πc

∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉

−
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣c
(∑

l

|Fl,γ, γ〉 〈Fl,γ, γ|
)
πb

∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉

=
∑
l

(〈Fn,α, α |b |Fl,γ, γ〉 〈Fl,γ, γ|πc|Fm,β, β〉

− 〈Fn,α, α |c |Fl,γ, γ〉 〈Fl,γ, γ|πb|Fm,β, β〉)

= ~
im0

∑
l

′ 1
En − El

(〈Fn,α, α |πb |Fl,γ, γ〉 〈Fl,γ, γ|πc|Fm,β, β〉

− 〈Fn,α, α |πc |Fl,γ, γ〉 〈Fl,γ, γ| πb|Fm,β, β〉) (2.115)

where the ′ means that the energy denominator cannot be zero.

We also can write

〈Fn,α, α |(~r × ~π)a|Fm,β, β〉 = ~
im0

∑
l

′ 1
El − Em

(〈Fn,α, α |πc |Fl,γ, γ〉 〈Fl,γ, γ| πb|Fm,β, β〉

− 〈Fn,α, α |πb |Fl,γ, γ〉 〈Fl,γ, γ|πc|Fm,β, β〉) (2.116)

hence, putting both together, we get

〈Fn,α, α |(~r × ~π)a|Fm,β, β〉 = ~
im0

1
2
∑
l

′ (〈Fn,α, α |πb |Fl,γ, γ〉 〈Fl,γ, γ|πc|Fm,β, β〉

− 〈Fn,α, α |πc |Fl,γ, γ〉 〈Fl,γ, γ| πb|Fm,β, β〉×)( 1
En − El

+ 1
Em − El

)
(2.117)

Now we still have to substitute back the ~π operator to get a complete expression

to the matrix element.
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2.5.1.1 ~π matrix element

We have compute matrix elements of the form 〈Fn,α, α |~π|Fm,β, β〉, with ~π =

~p+ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]
. We begin by writing it as

〈Fn,α, α |~π|Fm,β, β〉 =
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣~p+ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉

= 〈Fn,α, α |~p|Fm,β, β〉

+
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉

(2.118)

First lets calculate 〈Fn,α, α |~p|Fm,β, β〉

〈Fn,α, α |~p|Fm,β, β〉 =
basisset∑
α,β

∫
d3r f ∗n,α (~r)u∗α,Γ (~r)

[(
−i~~∇

)
fm,β (~r)uβ,Γ (~r)

]

= −i~
basisset∑
α,β

∫
d3r

[
f ∗n,α (~r) ~∇fm,β (~r)u∗α,Γ (~r)uβ,Γ (~r)

+f ∗n,α (~r) fm,β (~r)u∗α,Γ (~r) ~∇uβ,Γ (~r)
]

= −i~
〈
Fn,α

∣∣∣~∇∣∣∣Fm,α〉+
∑
α,β

Mα,β

n,m,~k
Pα,β (~r) (2.119)

Substituting back Eq. (2.119) into Eq. (2.117), we get

〈Fn,α, α |(~r × ~π)a|Fm,β, β〉 = ~
im0

1
2
∑
l

′ [(〈Fn,α, α |(~r × ~π)a|Fm,β, β〉

+
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉)
×−i~δγβ 〈Fl,γ |∂c|Fm,β〉+

∑
γ,β

Mγ,β

l,m,~k
P γ,β (~r)

+
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉)

−
(
−i~δαγ 〈Fn,α |∂c|Fl,γ〉+

∑
α,γ

Mα,γ

n,l,~k
Pα,γ (~r)

+
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉)
×−i~δγβ 〈Fl,γ |∂b|Fm,β〉+

∑
γ,β

Mγ,β

l,m,~k
P γ,β (~r)

+
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉)]

×
( 1
En − El

+ 1
Em − El

)
(2.120)

Numerically, the terms ∑α,γM
α,γ

n,l,~k
Pα,γ (~r) +

〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣Fm,β, β〉
are computed by constructing the (Fourier) expanded Hamiltonian, with the interband
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coupling parameters and spin-orbit coupling, setting ~k = 1 and multiplying the n,m, l

states.

Now, what is left to do is to compute the matrix elements of the form−i~
〈
Fn,α

∣∣∣~∇∣∣∣Fm,α〉.
To numerically achieve this, we recall that 〈~r|Fm,α〉 = fm,α (~r) and it is expressed as the

Fourier transformed function, see Eq. (2.103),

fm,α (~r) =
∑
~K

ei(~k+ ~K)·~rg ~Km,α
(
~k
)

(2.121)

Therefore, the derivative becomes

−i~~∇fm,α (~r) |~k=0 = −i~~∇

∑
~K

ei
~K·~rg

~K
m,α


= ~ ~K

∑
~K

ei
~K·~rg

~K
m,α

= ~ ~Kfm,α (~r) (2.122)

and the matrix element is written as

−i~
〈
Fn,α

∣∣∣~∇∣∣∣Fm,α〉 = ~ ~K 〈Fn,α|Fm,α〉

= ~ ~K
∑
α

∫
d3r f ∗n,α (~r) fm,α (~r)

= ~ ~KMα,α

n,m,~k
(2.123)
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Substituting back into Eq. (2.120), we get

〈Fn,α, α |(~r × ~π)a|Fm,β, β〉 = ~
im0

1
2
∑
l

′
[(

~KbM
α,α

n,m,~k
+
∑
α,γ

Mα,γ

n,l,~k
Pα,γ (~r)

+
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉)
×~KcM

γ,γ

n,m,~k
+
∑
γ,β

Mγ,β

l,m,~k
P γ,β (~r)

+
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉)

−
(
~KcM

α,α

n,m,~k
+
∑
α,γ

Mα,γ

n,l,~k
Pα,γ (~r)

+
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉)
×~KbM

γ,γ

n,m,~k
+
∑
γ,β

Mγ,β

l,m,~k
P γ,β (~r)

+
〈
Fn,α, α

∣∣∣∣∣ ~
4m0c2

[
~σ × ~∇V (~r)

]∣∣∣∣∣Fm,β, β
〉)]

×
( 1
En − El

+ 1
Em − El

)
(2.124)

Summarizing, the g-factor tensor a given set of states n,m can be computed via Eq.

(2.110) using expressions (2.111) and (2.117) with the last one beeing further expanded to

Eq. (2.124).

2.6 Effective spin-orbit coupling model

Focusing on the conduction band, we can derive an effective two band k · p model

that captures the effects of the coupling with the remote bands. Such model is easy to

understand and solve giving a fairly accurate description of the system. However some of

its parameters are not easy readable from fitting ab initio band structures and have to be

extracted from convoluted experiments. On the other hand, one could carry out Löwding

partitioning but now with the conduction band as the class A and the rest of the bands

(of the specific k · p model) as class B.

The effective 2× 2 Hamiltonian for the CB band for bulk like systems is written as

H = H0 +HBIA +HSIA. (2.125)

Further details of its derivation can be found in Refs. 132 and 67. Here, H0 is the

effective mass Hamiltonian, expressing the parabolic dispersion near Γ-point. The remaining
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two terms express the bulk-inversion (BIA) and structure-inversion (SIA) asymmetry

induced spin-orbit couplings. For conduction electrons, these spin-orbit Hamiltonians are

conventionally written as

HBIA = ~
2
~ΩBIA · ~σ, (2.126)

and

HSIA = ~
2
~ΩSIA · ~σ. (2.127)

Here, ~Ω is the corresponding momentum-dependent spin-orbit field. Time reversal

symmetry requires it to be an odd function of momentum, ~Ω(~k) = ~Ω(−~k). Otherwise,

the functional form of the spin-orbit field is restricted by the crystal and confinement

symmetry. Each structure has its own functional form of the effective mass and spin-orbit

fields, based on symmetry.

2.6.1 Zinc-blende BIA fields

The spin-orbit splitting of the conduction bands in zinc-blende InSb nanowires

can be qualitatively discussed using the Dresselhaus results for spin-orbit coupling in

zinc-blende III-V semiconductors. For this case, Dresselhaus found that

~ΩBIA = γ
[
kx
(
k2
y − k2

z

)
, ky

(
k2
z − k2

x

)
, kz

(
k2
x − k2

y

)]
, (2.128)

meaning that the spin-orbit splitting of conduction band is increasing as a cubic power of

the momentum, away from Γ-point. There is no linear in momentum splitting for bulk

III-V’s. Next we analyze the specifics for each growth direction.

In Fig. 10a) we show the spherical plot of Eq. (2.128), and in Fig. 10b) its vector

field representation. We see that field vanished for [001] and [111] directions (and their

equivalents). In the vector field representation we clearly see the vortices along [111] , and

saddle points along [001] , indicating the spin-orbit fields in the quantum well grown along

these orientations.9,67,185

Applying the rotation described in previous section, we obtain the spin-orbit field

for [001] and [111] direction.186 For [001] , it is written as

~ΩBIA = γ

2
[
−4kxkykz, kz

(
2k2

x − k2
z + k2

y

)
, ky

(
2k2

x + k2
z − k2

y

)]
, (2.129)
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a) b)
[001] [101]

[111]

Figure 10: Spin-orbit coupling field. a) Spherical plot of the magnitude of the Dresselhaus
spin-orbit field in the momentum space. b) Dresselhaus vector field over the
Fermi sphere.

Source: By the author.

whereas for [111] it is written as

~ΩBIA = γ√
6

[
−
ky
(
k2
x + k2

y + 2
√

2kxkz − 4k2
z

)
√

2
,
k2
y

(
kx +

√
2kz
)

+ kx
(
k2
x −
√

2kxkz − 4k2
z

)
√

2
,−ky

(
k2
y − 3k2

x

)]
,

(2.130)

2.6.2 Wurtzite BIA fields

The spin-orbit splitting of the conduction electrons in a bulk wurtzite III-V semi-

conductor is109,144,148,187

~ΩBIA =
[
α + γ

(
b k2

z − k2
x − k2

y

)]
(ky,−kx, 0) . (2.131)

Hence the spin-orbit coupling is increasing as a linear and a cubic power of the

momentum away from Γ-point.

In Fig. 11a) and 11c) we show the spherical plot of Eq. (2.131), and in Fig.

11b) and 11d) its vector field representation. The field vanishes for momenta along the

hexagonal axis, [0001] , that is for kx = ky = 0, as well as for momenta in the hyperboloid,

b k2
z = (k2

x + k2
y − α

γ
), as seen in Fig. 11c). The spin-orbit field has cylindrical symmetry as

shown in Fig. 11b) and 11d).
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a) b)
[0001]

c)
[0001]

d)

Figure 11: Spin-orbit coupling field. a,c) Spherical plot of the magnitude of the spin-orbit
field in the momentum space for two distinct momenta ka and kc where ka > kc.
b,d) Vector field over the Fermi sphere.

Source: By the author.

Applying the rotation described in previous section, we obtain the spin-orbit field

for both
[
112̄0

]
and

[
101̄0

]
directions

~ΩBIA =
[
α + γ

(
b k2

x − k2
y − k2

z

)]
(0,−kz, ky) . (2.132)

2.6.3 Effective Hamiltonian and dispersion relation

The last term of equation (2.125) which remains to be analyzed is the H0, the term

that describes the parabolic dispersion of the conduction electrons. For cubic crystals,

as the zinc-blende, the electron effective mass is homogeneous in all directions and it is

described by 1
mZB k

2, therefore

HZB
M = ~2

2m0

1
m̃ZB

(
k2
x + k2

y + k2
z

)
, (2.133)
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where m̃ZB is the electron effective mass, material dependent.

For wurtzite crystals the x̂ and ŷ direction are geometric distinct from ẑ, yielding

different energy dispersions for each direction. For the perpendicular direction we get
1

mWZ
⊥

(
k2
x + k2

y

)
and for the parallel we get 1

mWZ
‖

k2
z , therefore

HWZ
M =

(
~2

2m0

)
1

m̃WZ
⊥

(
k2
x + k2

y

)
+ 1
m̃WZ
‖

k2
z . (2.134)

Although it is possible to devise Hamiltonians for confined systems being extreme

careful to keep the operators ordering intact, one can imagine that it will be a challenging

task. The principle is that one makes all the material specific parameters vary along ~r and

make the substitution ~k → −i ~∇. The spatial variation of the gap parameters defines our

confinement potential and there is also the extra external electric potential, Vele (~r). Since

we already have a powerful computational tool to obtain the energy spectrum for the full

multiband Hamiltonian, instead, we chose to only care about the functional form of the

HM, HBIA and HSIA terms and apply a numerical fitting on the calculated data.

The Hamiltonian given by Eq. (2.125) is a good starting point to understand

how the quantum confinement modifies the energy spectrum and ultimately the SOC of

the nanowires’s subbands. Modifying it to include quantum confinement is to make the

terms spatially dependent and to include the indirect dependence on the external electric

potential, hence

H(~r;Vele) = HM(~r;Vele) +HBIA(~r;Vele) +HSIA(~r;Vele) . (2.135)

As the system is confined in the x y-plane, we can write the wave function as

〈~r|kz, n, s〉 = eikzz

N
ψn,s(x, y), (2.136)

where kz stands for the momentum in the free direction, n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, for the subband

index and s for the pseudo-spin projection.

Focusing on the first subband, let us investigate how the quantum confinement

changes the bulk parameters. We compute the matrix elements of Eq. (2.135) with respect

to the first subband eigenstate 〈~r|0, 0, s〉 at Γ-point, following similar description as Refs.
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134 and 135,

〈0, 0, s |H(~r;Vele)| 0, 0, s′〉 . (2.137)

For the BIA term, Vele = 0, we obtain the following spin-orbit fields

~ΩZB
001 = γZB

[
0, 0, βZB

1 kz
]

~ΩZB
110 = γZB

[
0, 1

2k
3
z − βZB

1 kz, 0
]

~ΩZB
111 = −

√
1
6γ

ZB
[
0, βZB

1 kz, 0
]
, (2.138)

for zinc-blende, where βZB
1 =

〈
0
∣∣∣k2
x − k2

y

∣∣∣ 0〉 for [001] oriented nanowires and βZB
1 =〈

0
∣∣∣k2
x + 1

2k
2
y

∣∣∣ 0〉 for [110] oriented nanowires and βZB
1 = 1

2

〈
0
∣∣∣k2
x − k2

y

∣∣∣ 0〉. For wurtzite we

have,

~ΩWZ
[0001] = 0

~ΩWZ
[101̄0] = kz

[
0,−αWZ − γWZ

(
βWZ

1 − k2
z

)
, 0
]
, (2.139)

where βWZ
1 = b 〈0 |k2

x| 0〉+
〈
0
∣∣∣k2
y

∣∣∣ 0〉. Notice that, except for the zinc-blende along [001] direction,

all systems have a spin texture along y due to Dresselhaus SOC.

To obtain the SIA projected Hamiltonian, we have to take into consideration the

direction of the applied electric field. If E is applied along the x axis it would provide

a spin texture in the y z plane. If E is applied along the y axis it would provide a spin

texture in the x z plane. But since the x and y directions are confined, the remaining term

that can spin split the subbands are given by

HSIA = −
[
αnele,R (~r;Vele) + αnbm,R (~r;Vbm)

]
kzσy , (2.140)

in the case of E along the x axis providing a spin texture along the y direction, and

HSIA = −
[
αnele,R (~r;Vele) + αnbm,R (~r;Vbm)

]
kzσx , (2.141)

in the case of E along the y axis providing a spin texture along the x direction.
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Here, αnele,R (~r;Vele) = α0 (~r) (∂/∂x+ ∂/∂y)Vele (~r), is the Rashba parameter for

each subband due to the electric field and αnbm,R (~r;Vbm) = α1 (~r) (∂/∂x+ ∂/∂y)Vbm (~r) is

the Rashba parameter for each subband due to the band mismatch, Vbm, i. e., is the shape

of the confinement potential. The band mismatch contribution to the Rashba model arises

from the fact that the wave function is not symmetric anymore and its average position is

localized closer to one wall of the nanowire than the other. Therefore, the SIA projection’s

to the first conduction subband is written as

〈0, 0, s |HSIA| 0, 0, s′〉 = −s kz
(〈
α0
ele,R

〉
+
〈
α0
bm,R

〉)
, (2.142)

where s = ±1. We further simplify the above equation identifying αR =
〈
α0
ele,R

〉
+
〈
α0
bm,R

〉
.

Considering the combined description of the system, i. e., the presence of both

Rashba and Dresselhaus SOC, the total spin-splittings given by ∆E =
√
~Ω2
x + ~Ω2

y + ~Ω2
y,

are calculated on Table 3 up to the third order in kz.

Table 3: Linear, ∆SL, and cubic, ∆SC , spin-splitting coefficients of the total Hamiltonian
for the first subband of zinc-blende and wurtzite nanowires. Here we use the
Rashba parameter αR =

〈
α0
ele,R

〉
+
〈
α0
bm,R

〉
. Since WZ

[
112̄0

]
and

[
101̄0

]
have

the same contribution we just use one label to address it, namelly WZ
[
112̄0

]
.

Ex Ey

∆SL (meVnm) ∆SC
(
meVnm3

)
∆SL (meVnm) ∆SC

(
meVnm3

)
ZB [001]

√
(γZBβZB

1 )2 + α2
R 0

√
(γZBβZB

1 )2 + α2
R 0

ZB [110]
∣∣∣αR + γZBβZB

1

∣∣∣ γZB

2 sign [∆SL]
√
α2
R + (γZBβZB

1 )2 − (γZB)2
βZB

1

2
√
α2
R+(γZBβZB

1 )2

ZB [111]
∣∣∣∣αR + γZBβZB

1√
6

∣∣∣∣ 0
√
α2
R + 1

6 (γZBβZB
1 )2 0

WZ [0001] |αR| 0 |αR| 0

WZ
[
112̄0

] ∣∣∣αR + αWZ + γWZβWZ
1

∣∣∣ −γWZsign [∆SL]
√
α2
R + (αWZ + γWZβWZ

1 )2 −γWZ (αWZ+γWZβWZ
1 )√

α2
R+(αWZ+γWZβWZ

1 )2

Source: By the author.

Finally let us discuss the effects of the confinement on the effective mass. Consider

the parabolic form of the energy dispersion given by ~k 1
m(~r)

~k, withm (~r) ∝ P−2 [E ′ (~r)− E],

where P is the dipole matrix element (Kane’s parameter), E ′ (~r) is the energy variation on

the region and E the state’s energy. Noting that E ′ (~r) is the largest energy, we can expand
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[E ′ (~r)]−1 in terms of [Vele (~r)− E] [E ′ (~r)]−1. Therefore, up to second order we get67

1
m̃ (~r;Vele)

∝ P 2
[

1
E ′ (~r) + Vele (~r)− E

[E ′ (~r)]2

]
, (2.143)

and the Hamiltonian H0 for the first conduction subband of the nanowires are

HM(~r;Vele) = ~2

2m0
(∇x,y + kz)

[
1

m̃(~r;Vele)
(∇x,y + kz)

]
, (2.144)

with ∇x,y = −i (∂/∂x+ ∂/∂y).

The projection of Eq. (2.144) into the first subband yields

〈0, 0, s |H0(~r;Vele)| 0, 0, s〉 = E (kz)

= ~2

2m0

k2
z

m∗,n
, (2.145)

where m∗n is the effective mass for the n-th subband already taking into account the

quantum confinement.

Therefore, the Hamiltonian that describes the first subband of the nanowires is

given by

H̃ (kz) = E (kz)σ0 + ~Ωijk(~k) · ~σ − kzαRσx , (2.146)

and the energy dispersion is, up to cubic-in-k terms

ε± (kz) = E (kz)±
(
∆SLkz + ∆SCk3

z

)
, (2.147)

where ∆SL and ∆SC are given in Table 3.

2.7 Superconductor proximity effects

Bardeen, Cooper & Schrieffer70 proposed a microscopic theory to explain supercon-

ductivity where they consider only the electrons on the Fermi surface and replaced the

interaction between electrons and phonons by an attraction between electrons resulting

in a coupling only between electrons with opposite momenta. Bogoljubov, Tolmachov &

Širkov71 proposed a more general solution to the problem where they used a canonical
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transformation, based on the idea that particles with opposite momenta form bound

pairs. Here, we present a general overview of how the BdG formalist is used to study the

superconducting proximity effect based on the fact that electrons with opposite momenta

are coupled by the pairing potential.154

2.7.1 Bogoliubov-de-Gennes (BdG) formalism

Before jump into the introduction of the proximity effects into the k · p Hamiltonians,

it is useful to make a historical overview of how the BdG formalism71 helped to solve the

equations describing the conventional s-wave Bardeen, Cooper & Schrieffer70 (BCS) super-

conductor. We start with a simple metal with spin degeneracy given by the single-particle

Hamitonian

H =
(
p2

2m − µ
)
I2×2, (2.148)

where µ is the chemical potential defining the Fermi surface, m is the mass, I2×2 is the

identity matrix in spin variables, and, assuming isotropy, p2 = ∑x,y,z
i p2

i .

It is helpful to write this Hamiltonian in the second-quantization formalism

H =
∑
~p,σ

c†~pσ

(
p2

2m − µ
)
c~pσ ≡

∑
~p,σ

c†~pσε (p) c~pσ, (2.149)

where c†~pσ creates a quasiparticle with momentum ~p and spin σ. We can re-write this

Hamiltonian as

H = 1
2
∑
~pσ

[
c†~pσε (p) c~pσ − c~pσε (p) c†~pσ

]
+ 1

2
∑
~p

ε (p)

= 1
2
∑
~pσ

[
c†~pσε (p) c~pσ − c−~pσε (−p) c†−~pσ

]
+ 1

2
∑
~p

ε (p) , (2.150)

where in the first equality we have used
{
c†~pσ, c~p′σ′

}
= δσσ′δ~p~p′ and in the second equality

we relabeled the sum index from ~p to ~−p. The Hamiltonian can be written in a more

compact fashion in terms of the spinor Ψ~p ≡
(
cp↑cp↓c

†
−p↑c

†
−p↓

)T
,

H =
∑
~p

Ψ†~pHBdG (~p) Ψp + constant, (2.151)
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and its matrix form is

HBdG (~p) = 1
2



ε (p) 0 0 0

0 ε (p) 0 0

0 0 −ε (−p) 0

0 0 0 −ε (−p)


. (2.152)

The previous Hamiltonian is invariant under HBdG (~p) = −CHT
BdG (−~p)C−1, where

C = τx ⊗ I2×2 and τx =

 0 1

1 0

 acts on the momentum deegre of freedom. This

invariance is known as the particle-hole or charge-conjugation symmetry.

Up to now the only thing we made was to double the size of our problem, from a

2× 2 matrix to a 4× 4. The point here is that in doubling the problem, we write explicitly

both the quasi-particles and its time-reversal counterpart, so when we introduce the pairing

potential from the superconductor the coupling between them becomes explicitly.

Figure 12: Energy dispersion of the BdG model. The outer solid lines corresponds to
the s-wave coupling whereas the inner solid to the p-wave coupling. The inner
dashed corresponds to the case where the superconducting proximity effect
coupling, ∆, is turned off. The arrow on the right side indicates the main energy
separation of the bands. Epwave ≈ ∆

Source: By the author.
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2.7.1.1 s-wave superconductors

Basically, s-wave superconductors corresponds to the case where the gap (or pairing)

parameter is isotropic and it pairs quasi-particles in the spin-singlet configuration, therefore

we can write

H∆ = ∆c†~p↑c
†
−~p↓ + ∆∗c−~p↓c~p↑

= 1
2
[
∆
(
c†~p↑c

†
−~p↓ − c

†
−~p↓c

†
~p↑

)
+ ∆∗ (c−~p↓c~p↑ − c~p↑c−~p↓)

]
, (2.153)

where ∆ is a complex number representing the superconducting order parameter. The

total Hamiltonian now reads, in the matrix representation

HBdG (~p,∆) = 1
2



ε (p) 0 0 ∆

0 ε (p) −∆ 0

0 −∆∗ −ε (−p) 0

∆∗ 0 0 −ε (−p)


(2.154)

and the energy spectrum is made up of two doubly degenerate bands with energies

E± = ±
√
ε(~p)2 + |∆|2.

In Fig 12 we show, in the outer solid lines, the energy dispersion for the case of

s-wave superconducting pairing. The gap between the upper and lower branches is given

by 2∆.

2.7.1.2 p-wave superconductors in one dimension

A p-wave superconductor differs from the s-wave on the fact that it now pairs

quasi-particles in the spin-triplet configuration. Without loss of generality, lets write the

non-superconducting 1D metal of spinless (or fully spin-polarized fermions)

H =
∑
p

c†p

(
p2

2m − µ
)
cp. (2.155)

but now we introduce a momentum dependent pairing potential

H∆ = 1
2
(
∆pc†pc

†
−p + ∆∗pc−pcp

)
. (2.156)
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giving us the following Hamiltonian in matrix representation

HBdG =
∑
p

1
2Ψ†p

 p2

2m − µ ∆p

∆∗p − p2

2m + µ

Ψp, (2.157)

where Ψp =
(
cp c
†
−p

)T
. This Hamiltonian has two energy bands E± = ±

√
ε (p)2 + |∆|2 p2

and it supports a single-particle, zero-energy solution, knows as the zero energy Majorana

fermion bound state.26 In other words, it is a fermion state, which is its own antiparticle.

In Fig 12 we show, in the inner solid lines, the energy dispersion for the case of

p-wave superconducting pairing. The gap between the upper and lower branches is given

by Epwave ≈ ∆ whereas the gap at k = 0 is 2µ, where µ is the chemical potential.

2.7.2 Proximity effects on k · p Hamiltonians

The general BdG equation can be written as,32,34,188

HBdG =
{[(

~2

2m0

)( 1
m∗

)
k2 − µ

]
σ0 + αRkσi

}
τz −

g∗µb
2

~B · ~σ + ∆σ0τx, (2.158)

where ∆ is the pairing potential, ~σ is a vector containing the Pauli matrices (plus the

identity, σ0) acting on the spin degree of freedom and ~τ is a vector also containing the

Pauli matrices but acting on the particle-hole space. The wave function is in the Nambu

spinor basis, i. e., it contains both particle and antiparticle wave functions and is written as

Ψ (~r) = [u↑ (~r) , u↓ (~r) , v↓ (~r) ,−v↑ (~r)]T . Here the Rashba term can be on x or y direction

(depending on the direction of the applied electric field), and the magnetic field has to

always be perpendicular to it.

Since our k · p Hamiltonians describes the crystals with both bulk inversion asym-

metry and structural inversion symmetry, for instance when an external electric field

is applied, its subbands are spin-splitted away from ~k = 0. Especially for the conduc-

tion subbands, they have a ‘Dirac-like’ shape for very small momenta. Alicea33 showed

that the combination of this ‘Dirac-like’ shape for the conduction subbands, the pres-

ence of a magnetic field, giving a Zeeman spin-splitting, and the proximity effects of a

s-wave superconductor allows for a effective p-wave pairing in the lowest branch of the

conduction subband. However, in this thesis, instead of using the complete multiband
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k · p Hamiltonians in a realistic configuration of the system (semiconductor- superconduc-

tor hybrid setup), we opted to use the effective two-band model, Eq. (2.125), as our H0(~k)

for simplicity.

With our introduction to superconducting pairing in this section, we can understand

the appearance of the topological superconducting phase, and therefore, the possibility of a

zero-energy Majorana bound state as: i) the spin-orbit coupling spin polarize the subbands

which in turn are splitted at ~k = 0 by the magnetic field; ii) with the Fermi level set in

between the Zeeman gap, we get an effective spinless (or polarized spinful) metal; iii) the

superconductor induces a p-wave pairing which is known to suport Majorana fermions.26
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3 RESULTS

In this chapter we present the results concerning the simulation of the nanowire

systems. In the first moment we discuss the g-factors for the nanowires and, in calculating

its anisotropy, see how the quantum confinement and spin-orbit coupling modifies their

value. After, we present the main results of the thesis that is the modeling of nanowires

through phenomenological models. We present a detailed discussion of the nanowires

symmetries in their distinct configurations (crystal phase and orientation), their electronic

band structure, the spin split of the lowest conduction subband, their spin-orbit coupling

energy and the spin polarization. Finally, with the phenomenological model, we apply the

BdG formalist to see if the nanowires can undergo a topological transition and host the

zero-energy Majorana fermions.

3.1 System setup

In Fig. 13a) we show the schematics of the nanowire with hexagonal cross-section,

the coordinate axis, the diameter L and the direction of the applied electric field. In Figs.

13b) and c) we show the growth planes we use for zinc-blende and wurtzite, respectively.

Its worth mention that we discuss nanowires with L = 30 · · · 100 nm and applied electric

field ranging from E = −4 · · · 4 mV/nm.

The k · p parameters used for zinc-blende InSb are given in Table 4 and for wurtzite

InAs in Table 5. To correct account for the spin-splitting in bulk zinc-blende InSb along

[110] direction, we fitted the ∆− parameter to unpublished internal ab-initio calculations.

We obtained that ∆− = −0.37 contrasting to ∆− = 0132 and ∆− = −0.26.169 The

parameters of wurtzite InAs are the same ones proposed by the authors in Ref. 144

obtained by fitting the 8-band k · p model presented in previous sections to a ab-initio109

band structure calculation.

The in-plane quantum confinement is modeled with the envelope function approxi-

mation.125–128,189 Essentially, this treatment applied to the multiband k · p Hamiltonians

gives rise to the substitution kx(y) → −i ∂/∂x(y) and transform the bulk Hamiltonian into

a set of coupled linear differential equations. Because of the complexity of such equations,

they have to be solved by appropriate numerical methods. We consider the plane wave
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Figure 13: a) Schematics of a hexagonal NW and the coordinate axes we use in the text.
The nanowire growth direction is along z, and the electric field is applied along
the y-direction. The wire diameter is L, which is the distance between the
opposite vertices of the hexagon. In b) and c) we show the growth planes for
ZB and WZ crystals, respectivelly. The shaded regions inside the conventional
unit cells indicate the crystal planes perpendicular to the growth directions.
The coordinate axes with respect to the crystal orientations are also indicated
for [001] ZB and [0001] WZ structures. These are the same axes as used in the
confinement geometry a).

Source: By the author.

expansion,126,172,177–180 i. e., a Fourier transformation of the space dependent parameters.

To simulate the vacuum region, we replaced the bulk parameters by a set of degenerate

free electron bands with band mismatch of about 5.5 eV for conduction band and −2.5 eV

for valence band, see Fig. 14.190 The total system (nanowire cross section with surrounding

vacuum region) is described by 81× 81 points in a 2D regular square mesh, corresponding

to 20 plane waves in each direction, which results in a discretization of 41× 41 points to

the wavefunctions which suffice to achieve energy convergence. We perform the numerical

diagonalization using the MAGMA191–193 suite that implements the LAPACK routines in

a multicore + GPU (graphical processing unit) computational environment.
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Table 4: Zinc-blende InSb k · p parameters.

Parameter Zinc-blende InSb 14-band
Lattice parameters (nm)

a 0.64794
Energy Parameters (eV)

E0 0.237
E ′0 3.16
∆0 0.81
∆′0 0.33
∆− -0.37

Effective mass parameters (~2/2m0)
γ̃1 -0.7167
γ̃2 0.2514
γ̃3 -0.3795
F -1.1335
A 1.0

Interband coupling parameters (eV Å)
P0 9.6410
P1 6.3250
Q 8.1300

Source: Adapted from WINKLER.132

When using Fourier transformation one has to be aware of two phenomena that

usually occurs: i) aliasing and ii) Gibbs phenomenon.178,194 The former arises when the

signal sampling (here signal should be interpreted as any function we are applying the

Fourier transformation) is ambiguous for two (or more) distinct frequencies, as seen in

Fig. 15a), and the result is that higher frequencies are folded into lower ones. The later

arises when the signal has discontinuities. In the discontinuity the reconstructed signal is

overshoot (or undershoot).178 To mitigate both phenomena a windowing can be applied,

to the Fourier transformed signal, which dumps the higher frequencies maintaining the

original shape intact. The effect of such windowing can be seen in Fig. 15b), where

the overshoot (or undershoot) was highly suppressed by the application of the Nuttall

windowing.195
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Table 5: WZ InAs k · p parameters.

Parameter WZ InAs 8-band
Lattice parameters (nm)

a 0.42742
c 0.70250

Energy Parameters (eV)
Ec 0.6649
Eg 0.4670
∆1 0.1003
∆2 0.1023
∆3 0.1041
∆4 0.0388

Effective mass parameters (~2/2m0)
A1 1.5726
A2 -1.6521
A3 -2.6301
A4 0.5126
A5 0.1172
A6 1.3103
e1 -3.2005
e2 0.6363

Interband coupling parameters (eV Å)
P1 8.3860
P2 6.8987
A7 -0.4907
α1 -0.0189
α2 -0.2892
α3 -0.5117
β1 -0.0695
β2 -0.2171
γ1 0.5306

Interband second order coupling parameters (~2/2m0)
B1 -2.3925
B2 2.3155
B3 -1.7231

Source: Adapted from FARIA JUNIOR et al.144

3.2 g-factor

By expanding Eq. (2.49) in terms of the wave functions we get the following

expression for the g-factor

gz = g0I2 − 2 i

m

∑
n,s

〈Ψc,s |p̂x|Ψn,s〉 〈Ψn,s |p̂y|Ψc,s〉
Ec − En

− 〈Ψc,s |p̂y|Ψn,s〉 〈Ψn,s |p̂x|Ψc,s〉
Ec − En

, (3.1)
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Figure 14: Schematics of the band mismatch. On the left, for the ZB 14-band model both
the lowest s and the highest p conduction bands have the same mismatch to
the vacuum region. On the right, for WZ 8-band model, the distinction is that,
besides the lack of the highest p conduction bands, the p valence bands have
an extra splitting (due to the crystal field) at Γ-point, making the p valence
bands only spin degenerate. In the figure, the energy labels are, in the Ref. 145
notation: Ec = Eg + ∆1 + ∆2, E0

1 = ∆1 + ∆2, E0
2 = ∆1−∆2

2 +
√(

∆1−∆2
2

)
+ 2 ∆2

3

and E0
3 = ∆1−∆2

2 −
√(

∆1−∆2
2

)
+ 2 ∆2

3, where Eg is the gap energy, ∆1 is the
crystal field splitting (due to the distinction between z and x y) and ∆2 and
∆3 are the spin-orbit coupling energies.

Source: By the author.

where I2 is the identity matrix 2× 2, s is the spin component, Ψc,s are the calculated wave

functions for the lowest conduction subband, Ψn,s the wave functions of all other states,

Ec the energies of the states Ψc,s and En the energies of the states Ψn,s. The components

gx and gy are computed by cyclic permutation of the x, y, z indexes.

To find the proper value of the g-factor we have to obtain all the wave functions of

the desired system, at k = 0. Them, by performing the calculation of Eq. (3.1) we get a

2× 2 matrix that has to be diagonalized to obtain the final value of the g-factor. With the

advance of heterogeneous computation and since the k · p method is not computationally

demanding, the actual diagonalization of the entire Hamiltonian is performed quite fast.

The most time consuming task is to perform all the vector-matrix-vector computation in
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a) b)

Figure 15: Aliasing and Gibbs phenomena. a) Sampling leads to ambiguous frequencies
given the same value at sampling point. b) Overshoot (or undershoot) of the
values of reconstructed signal at a discontinuity suppressed by application of
the Nuttall window.195

Source: By the author.

Eq. (3.1). The main advantage of this method is that we can compute the g-factors in all

directions accounting for the microscopic description of the system, via the k · p method,

including both spin-orbit coupling mechanisms.

Using Eq. (3.1) we have calculated the g-factor tensor for the conduction band of

both bulk zinc-blende InSb and wurtzite InAs. Moreover, this methodology can be applied

to any energy band at any k point. Since zinc-blende has cubic symmetry and it is isotropic

in all directions, its g-factor is gZBInSb = −51.331 which has been known since the 1970.75

On the other hand, wurtzite with its hexagonal symmetry gives us distinct g-factors for

the x, y-plane and the z direction as seen on Table 6. Furthermore, for the directions[
112̄0

]
and

[
101̄0

]
, we have that the x axis is distinct from the y, z-plane, as shown in

Figs. 8 and 9. For comparison, the g-factor for zinc-blende InAs is gZBInAs = −14.8.75

Table 6: Bulk g-factor for wurtzite InAs.

gx gy gz

[0001] -6.708 -6.708 -6.095[
112̄0

]
-5.983 -7.306 -7.306[

101̄0
]

-5.983 -7.306 -7.306

Source: By the author.

The strong deviation of the g-factor from the free-electron value is understood in
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light of the Roth’s formula.74 The g-factor depends on the gap energy as well as the spin-

orbit coupling. For instance, InSb has Eg
∆SO

< 1, whereas for InAs Eg
∆SO

> 1. In the presence

of quantum confinement the g-factor is know to drastically change values.4,76,77,80,86–88,132

This dependence on the quantum confinement is due to the orbital momentum contribution

represented by the matrix element 〈Ψc,s |p̂|Ψn,s〉. It was predicted that in highly confined

nanostructures, like quantum dots, the orbital contribution is quenched (〈Ψc,s |p̂|Ψn,s〉 →

0) and the g-factor asymptotically goes to the free electron value (g0 = 2.0023).77,87

Furthermore, a universal behavior80,87 for the g-factor in certain types of nanostructures

was discovered and it goes as ∝ 1/E2
g . Like in quantum dots, the quantum confinement in

thin nanowires decrease the g-factor value and as we increase the nanowire diameter, its

g-factor goes asymptotically to the bulk value.

The anisotropy of the g-factor, in quantum wells, is explained by the quantum

confinement and SIA spin-orbit coupling mechanism.4,85 In asymmetric quantum wells the

cyclotron orbit of the electron in-plane differs from the one along the growth direction.

Fixing our referential as the center of the electron’s orbit, one can imagine that, along

the growth direction, the electron feels the asymmetry of the quantum well, i. e., it feels

one side of the barrier more then the other; whereas the in-plane orbit is confined inside

the well material and does not feel any discontinuity. In this picture, the g-factor in-plane

is isotropic (gx = gy) because the BIA spin-orbit coupling is not taken into account.

Therefore, using our realistic k · p method that has both BIA and SIA spin-orbit coupling

mechanisms taking into account, we calculated the g-factor anisotropies of the in-plane

components as well as the out-of-plane ones.

In Fig. 16 we show the calculated g-factors tensor for both zinc-blende InSb and

wurtzite InAs nanowires without an applied electric field. Due to quantum confinement

the g-factors of the nanowires differs from those of the bulk system. In Figs. 16a) and 16b)

we show the in-plane g-factor values for zinc-blende InSb nanowires. One can see that

the general trend is that thin nanowires have a smaller (in modules) g-factor and as we

increase the diameter the g-factor tends to the bulk value gZBInSb = −51.331. Actually, for

thin nanowires we get g∗x and g∗y ≈ −25 about half of the bulk value and it asymptotically

grows (in absolute value) as the nanowire diameter increases. The same trend can be

observed in the free direction, see Fig. 16c).

In Figs. 16d) and 16e) we show the in-plane g-factors for wurtzite InAs nanowires.
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Figure 16: a), b) and c) show the g∗x, g∗y and g∗z for zinc-blende InSb nanowires, respectivelly.
d), e) and f) show the g∗x, g∗y and g∗z for wurtzite InAs nanowires, respectivelly.
The g-factors were determined without an applied electric field. In the wurtzite
case, for notation simplicity, we labeled both orientations (

[
101̄0

]
and

[
112̄0

]
)

as
[
101̄0

]
.

Source: By the author.

Here there is a clear distinction between the nanowires orientation: for the [0001] orientation

the in-plane g-factor are almost constant, but with a minimum around L = 60 nm with

g∗x and g∗y ≈ −6.40 which is very close to the bulk value (see Table 6); whereas for
[
101̄0

]
(or[

112̄0
]
) they are distinct, with g∗x growing (in absolute value) as the nanowire diameter

increases and g∗y having a minimum around L ≈ 60 nm. This difference in the in-plane

g-factor are also seen in their bulk. In the free direction, see Fig. 16f), the nanowires

oriented along [0001] direction are the ones with g∗z growing in absolute value (like the

g∗x of
[
101̄0

]
) whereas the trend for the

[
101̄0

]
oriented nanowires are of asymptotically

saturates at around g∗z ≈ −7, which is close to the bulk value.

The degree of anisotropy of the g-factor can be defined by the following expression

∆gij =
g∗i − g∗j
g∗i + g∗j

(3.2)
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Figure 17: g-factor anisotropy, as defined in Eq. (3.2). a), b) and c) show the ∆g∗zx, ∆g∗zy
and ∆g∗xy for zinc-blende InSb nanowires, respectivelly. d), e) and f) show the
∆g∗zx, ∆g∗zy and ∆g∗xy for wurtzite InAs nanowires, respectivelly. The g-factors
anisotropy were determined without an applied electric field. In the wurtzite
case, for notation simplicity, we labeled both orientations (

[
101̄0

]
and

[
112̄0

]
)

as
[
101̄0

]
.

Source: By the author.

where i, j ∈ x, y, z. In Fig. 17 we show the evaluation of the above expression for both

zinc-blende InSb and wurtzite InAs nanowires.

In Fig. 17a)-c) we show the zx and zy and xy degree of anisotropy for InSb

nanowires and we see that it ranges from −2% to 3% due to quantum confinement effects.

Comparing the nanowires orientation we see that the zx and zy anisotropy of [001] and

[110] oriented nanowires follows the same trend, whereas for [111] the anisotropy changes

from negative to positive sign. For all directions, the general trend is that as we increase

the nanowires diameter the anisotropy vanishes, since we are reaching the bulk limit. To

clearly see the distinctions between the in-plane g-factors, in Fig. 17c), we show the xy

degree of anisotropy and we found that: for [001] oriented nanowires there is about 1% of
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anisotropy for thin wires; ii) for [110] follows similar trends as [001] ; and for [111] oriented

nanowires the anisotropy is of about 3% for thin wires, the largest anisotropy.

In Fig. 17d) and 17e) we show the zx and zy degree of anisotropy for InAs nanowires

and we see that [0001] they started at about −0.5% for thin nanowires reaching about

2% for thick nanowires. This is due to the behavior of the g∗z , as seen in Fig. 16f), that

always increase as we increase the nanowire diameter. For the
[
101̄0

]
and

[
112̄0

]
oriented

nanowires the zx degree of anisotropy has the opposite behavior to the [0001] case, starting

at about 2% and decreasing to −1% as we increase the nanowire diameter, whereas the

zy always increase for both growth directions. The in-plane anisotropy, in Fig. 17f), is

absent for [0001] oriented nanowires whereas it goes from −1% to about 3% in
[
101̄0

]
or[

112̄0
]
oriented nanowires. These distinctions are already seen in the bulk case for wurtzite

InAs and it is enhanced by the quantum confinement effects.

ZB WZ

[001] [110]

[111]

y

x

[0001] [1010]

y

x

Figure 18: Crossectional cut of the spin-orbit coupling along the growth directions for ZB
and WZ.

Source: By the author.

To explain the anisotropy of the g-factor it is useful to recur to the projection of

the spin-orbit coupling field along the desired direction, as shown in Fig. 18. For instance,
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for ZB along [001] direction the spin-orbit coupling field has the same magnitude along

the x and y direction but along the diagonals it has a larger magnitude. The quantum

confinement makes these diagonal projections fold into the x and y direction, and, since

the nanowires have a hexagonal cross-section, inevitably the projections are going to be

different resulting in the anisotropy of the g-factor that we see. The same analysis can

be carrier out for the [110] oriented nanowire, but in this case the y component of the

spin-orbit coupling field is already larger in the bulk resulting in a larger anisotropy, in

comparison with the [001] direction. For [111] oriented nanowires, the x component is the

one that is larger, resulting in a positive anisotropy as computed by Eq. (3.2).

For WZ, the [0001] projection of the spin-orbit filed has cylindrical symmetry,

therefore the tiny anisotropy that we see for thin wires comes only from the quantum

confinement. For
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
projection, the y direction is much larger than the x

resulting in the anisotropy that we see in Fig. 17f).

3.3 Spin-orbit coupling

For a crystal without inversion symmetry, being either bulk (BIA) or structural

(SIA), Kramer’s theorem says that the energy bands are, in general, spin split away from

Γ-point due to spin orbit coupling. In Fig. 1 we show the effect of such energy split for

a given electron band. In Fig. 1a), we show the general case for crystals with inversion

symmetry, therefore the bands are always degenerate for a generic wave vector ~k. On the

other hand, in Fig. 1b), we show the effect of breaking this inversion symmetry in the

presence of spin-orbit coupling. We see that for a generic wave vector, ~k, the bands are

spin split and we can associate a spin-orbit coupling energy, ESO, begin the difference in

energy between the minimum of the lowest band and the energy at ~k = 0, hence

ESO =
(

~2

2m0

)−1

∆S2
Lm

∗. (3.3)

In the following subsections we have analyzed the spin splitting for the first conduc-

tion subbands as well as the spin-orbit coupling energy, based on symmetry considerations.

Before we turn our attention to the results itself, in Fig. 19 we show an example of how

we obtain the desired parameters. Given a target subband we perform a quadratic fit on

the sum of the two branches to obtain the effective mass parameters, Fig. 19a), and also a

quadratic fit on the spin-orbit splitting divided by the momentum extrapolating the value
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where the curve intersects the y axis to obtain the liner spin-orbit coupling parameters.

The slope of the curve gives us the cubic one, Fig. 19b). With this methodology we are

able to reproduce with fidelity the multiband calculated energy dispersion as well as to

extract the pertinent parameters which characterizes the system.

Figure 19: a) Quadratic fit to the k · p calculated lowest conduction band structure around
Γ of InAs wurtzite nanowire oriented along [0001] . The wire diameter is 60
nm, and the applied electric field 1 mV/nm. b) Spin-orbit splitting of the band
in a) divided by momentum. This line is fitted to obtain the linear and cubic
spin-orbit coefficients.

Source: By the author.

The shape of the nanowire quantum confinement defines the energy level of each

crystalline phase. The electric field, besides breaking the structural symmetry of our system,

acts as an extra quantum confinement. The effect of this extra quantum confinement is

to modify the energy levels of the nanowire subbands as seen in Figs. 21, 26, 31, 39 and

45. Besides changing the energy levels, it spin splits the bands according to the specific

spin-orbit coupling of each crystal phase as we will discuss in the following subsections.

3.3.1 Zinc-blend InSb nanowires

Now let us discuss the effects of the quantum confinement and of the spin-orbit

coupling in zinc-blende systems. We begin with zinc-blende nanowires oriented along

[001] , [110] and [111] direction showing the calculated subband dispersion, i. e. energy

as a function of free momentum kz. We discuss the effects of the quantum confinement

taking into account the crystal symmetry in the specific orientation and then we show the
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spin splitting and the spin-orbit energy changes as we modify both, the applied electric

field and the nanowire diameter.

3.3.1.1 [001] oriented nanowires

We begin by showing the atomic arrangement of a zinc-blende nanowire oriented

along [001] direction in Fig. 20a), and its symmetry planes in Fig. 20b). The atoms in this

direction do not have the full square, C4v, symmetry because they are stacked in distinct

layers, therefore the xz and yz symmetry planes are broken and only the diagonal ones

survives. Since the confinement have itself a hexagonal, C6v, symmetry we end-up with no

common symmetry plane. This mismatch allows for a confinement induced bulk inversion

asymmetry which spin splits the nanowire subbands for small diameters and generates a

spin orientation along the z axis.

Figure 20: a) Atomic arrangement along [001] orientation of a zinc-blende structure with
indicated x and y axis. b) Mirror symmetry planes of the atomic structure
(solid) and of the hexagonal confinement (dashed).

Source: By the author.

In Fig. 21a) we show the subband dispersion of a zinc-blende InSb nanowire

oriented along [001] direction with L = 60 nm for the case with applied electric field,

|Ex| = 4mv/nm, along the x axis and on Fig. 21b) for a field, |Ey| = 4mv/nm, along the

y axis. For the case without electric field, the subbands are degenerate in spin but when

the electric field is present the electronic subbands are spin split due to the SIA spin-orbit

coupling.

In Fig. 22 we show a zoom of the first subband of Fig. 21 to explicitly see the spin
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a) b)

Figure 21: Calculated electronic subband dispersion for a zinc-blende InSb hexagonal
nanowire of 60 nm diameter oriented along [001] direction. a) With applied
electric field along x axis and b) along y axis. In each subfigure the left most
spectrum corresponds to an electric field of E = −4 mV/nm, the central panel
to zero applied electric field and the right most spectrum is for an electric field
E = 4 mV/nm.

Source: By the author.

split. In Fig. 22a) we show the case without electric field and we can see that indeed there

is no split of the bands for this nanowire diameter. In Figs. 22a) and 22b) we show the

zoom of the first subband for the case of an electric field applied along the x and y axis,

respectively. In the insets we see the spin splitting of the subband, which is linear with

respect to the momentum. This linear behavior is characteristic of a SIA related spin-orbit

coupling.

Given the first conduction subband, as in Fig. 22, we apply the numerical fitting

method to obtain the effective masses, linear in momentum and cubic in momentum spin

splitting parameters. In Fig. 23 we show the spin splitting parameters for three specific

nanowire diameters, L = 30 nm, L = 60 nm and L = 100 nm, varying the applied electric

field E = −4, · · · , 4 mV/nm along the x axis in panels a) and b), and along the y axis in

panels c) and d). For this nanowire orientation we see that the spin splitting parameters

are symmetric with respect to both orientations of the applied electric field. For small
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Figure 22: Zoom of the calculated first conduction subband of [001] oriented InSb zinc-
blende nanowire at: a) zero; b) finite electric field, Ex = 4 mV/nm, along the x
axis; and c) finite electric field, Ey = 4 mV/nm, along the y axis. In b) and c) we
show, in the insets, the SIA induced spin-orbit splitting of the first conduction
subband.

Source: By the author.

diameters both linear and cubic spin splitting parameters have a linear dependence with

the electric field and as the diameter increase this dependence deviates form the linearity

for large enough fields.

In Fig. 24 we show the density maps of the spin-orbit energy (see Eq. (3.3))

calculated for the first conduction subband using the fitted parameters shown in Fig. 23.

In a) we show the case of applied electric field along the x axis and in b) along the y

axis. Since the linear parameter, ∆SL, shown in Fig. 23, is symmetric with respect to the

applied electric field so is the spin-orbit coupling energy. For [001] oriented zinc-blende

nanowires the general trend is that large values of ESO come from large values of applied

electric field.

3.3.1.2 [110] oriented nanowires

We begin by showing the atomic arrangement, in Fig. 25a), of a zinc-blende

nanowire oriented along [110] direction, and in Fig. 25b) its symmetry planes. The atoms

in this direction have a C2 symmetry, i. e. they are invariant by an inversion y → −y.

Since the confinement have itself a hexagonal, C6v, symmetry we end-up with only the xz

symmetry plane in common. This mismatch allows for a confinement induced bulk inversion
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Figure 23: a) and c), linear spin-orbit splitting coefficients, ∆SL; b) and d) cubic spin-
orbit splitting coefficients, ∆SC , for different diameters L, for InSb zincblende
nanowires oriented along [001] . In a) and b), the applied electric field goes
along the x axis and in c) and d) along the y axis.

Source: By the author.

asymmetry which spin splits the nanowire subbands and generates a spin orientation along

the y axis.

In Fig. 26a) we show the subband dispersion of a zinc-blende InSb nanowire

oriented along [110] direction with L = 60 nm for the case with applied electric field,

|Ex| = 4mv/nm, along the x axis and, on Fig. 26b) for a field, |Ey| = 4mv/nm, along the

y axis. For the case without electric field, the subbands are have a small, but not zero,

spin splitting due to BIA spin-orbit coupling and when the electric field is present the

electronic subbands becomes more spin split due to the SIA spin-orbit coupling.

In Fig. 27 we show a zoom of the first subband of Fig. 26 to explicitly see the spin
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a) b)

Figure 24: Calculated spin-orbit energy, for different diameters Lx and different transverse
electric fields E, for InSb zincblende nanowires oriented along [001] . a) applied
electric field along x axis and b) along y axis.

Source: By the author.

Figure 25: a) Atomic arrangement along [110] orientation of a zinc-blende structure with
indicated x and y axis. b) Mirror symmetry planes of the atomic structure
(solid) and of the hexagonal confinement (dashed).

Source: By the author.

split. In a) we show the case with an negative electric field along the x axis, in b) the

case without electric field and in c) and d) the case with an positive applied electric field

along the x and y axis, respectively. Here, contrary to the [001] case, we see in the inset of

panel b) that the subband is spin split due to confinement induced by the BIA spin-orbit
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a) b)

Figure 26: Calculated electronic subband dispersion for a zinc-blende InSb hexagonal
nanowire of 60 nm diameter oriented along [110] direction. a) With applied
electric field along x axis and b) along y axis. In each subfigure the left most
spectrum corresponds to an electric field of E = −4 mV/nm, the central panel
to zero applied electric field and the right most spectrum is for an electric field
E = 4 mV/nm.

Source: By the author.

coupling. In the insets of panels a), b) and d) we see the linear behavior of the spin split

due to the SIA spin-orbit coupling.

Given the first conduction subband, as in Fig. 27, we apply the numerical fitting

method to obtain the effective masses, linear in momentum and cubic in momentum spin

splitting parameters. In Fig. 28 we show the spin splitting parameters for three specific

nanowire diameters, L = 30 nm, L = 60 nm and L = 100 nm, varying the applied electric

field E = −4, · · · , 4 mV/nm along the x axis in panels a) and b), and along the y axis in

panels c) and d). For this nanowire orientation we see that the spin splitting parameters,

for electric field along x axis are not symmetric but for electric field along y axis they are.

This asymmetry arises from the interplay between the BIA and SIA spin-orbit couplings.

The BIA spin-orbit coupling is maximum for [110] oriented zinc-blende nanostructures,

therefore the competition between BIA and SIA shifts the degeneracy case away from zero

electric field.
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Figure 27: Zoom of the calculated first conduction subband of [110] oriented InSb zinc-
blende nanowire at: a) finite electric field, Ex = −4 mV/nm, along the x axis;
b) zero field; c) finite electric field, Ex = 4 mV/nm, along the x axis; and d)
finite electric field, Ey = 4 mV/nm, along the y axis. In b), in the inset, we
show the confinement BIA induced spin-orbit splitting and in a), c) and d), the
SIA induced spin-orbit splitting of the first conduction subband.

Source: By the author.

In Fig. 29 we show the density maps of the spin-orbit energy (see Eq. (3.3))

calculated for the first conduction subband using the fitted parameters shown in Fig. 28.

In a) we show the case of applied electric field along the x axis and in b) along the y

axis. Since the linear parameter, ∆SL, shown in Fig. 28, presents an asymmetry with

respect to the applied electric field along the x axis, we see that ESO also presents such

asymmetry. This is not the case for the electric field along y axis. For [110] oriented

zinc-blende nanowires the general trend is that large values of ESO come from large values

of applied electric field, but for E along the x axis is better to use a negative electric field
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Figure 28: a) and c), linear spin-orbit splitting coefficients, ∆SL; b) and d) cubic spin-
orbit splitting coefficients, ∆SC , for different diameters L, for InSb zincblende
nanowires oriented along [110] . In a) and b), the applied electric field goes
along the x axis and in c) and d) along the y axis.

Source: By the author.

due to the interplay between BIA and SIA.

3.3.1.3 [111] oriented nanowires

We begin by showing the atomic arrangement, in Fig. 30a), of a zinc-blende

nanowire oriented along [111] direction, and in Fig. 30b) its symmetry planes. The atoms

in this direction do not have a complete C6v symmetry. Since the confinement have itself

a hexagonal, C6v, symmetry we end-up with some symmetry planes in common. This

mismatch allows for a confinement induced bulk inversion asymmetry which spin splits the

nanowire subbands of small diameters and generates a spin orientation along the y axis.

In Fig. 31a) we show the subband dispersion of a zinc-blende InSb nanowire
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a) b)

Figure 29: Calculated spin-orbit energy, for different diameters Lx and different transverse
electric fields E, for InSb zincblende nanowires oriented along [110] . a) applied
electric field along x axis and b) along y axis.

Source: By the author.

Figure 30: a) Atomic arrangement along [111] orientation of a zinc-blende structure with
indicated x and y axis. b) Mirror symmetry planes of the atomic structure
(solid) and of the hexagonal confinement (dashed).

Source: By the author.

oriented along [111] direction with L = 60 nm for the case with applied electric field,

|Ex| = 4mv/nm, along the x axis and on Fig. 31b) for a field, |Ey| = 4mv/nm, along

the y axis. In this orientation the subbands are similar to the [001] oriented case. The

difference is that for high quantum confinement there is a small BIA related spin splitting
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and when the electric field is present the electronic subbands becomes more spin split due

to the SIA spin-orbit coupling.

a) b)

Figure 31: Calculated electronic subband dispersion for a zinc-blende InSb hexagonal
nanowire of 60 nm diameter oriented along [111] direction. a) With applied
electric field along x axis and b) along y axis. In each subfigure the left most
spectrum corresponds to an electric field of E = −4 mV/nm, the central panel
to zero applied electric field and the right most spectrum is for an electric field
E = 4 mV/nm.

Source: By the author.

In Fig. 32 we show a zoom of the first subband of Fig. 31 to explicitly see the spin

split. In a) we show the case with an negative electric field along the x axis, in b), the case

without electric field and, in c) and d), the case with a positive applied electric field along

the x and y axis, respectively. Here, as in the [110] case, there is no spin splitting for this

specific nanowire diameter without an applied electric field. In the insets of panels a), b)

and d) we see the linear behavior of the spin splitting due to the SIA spin-orbit coupling.

Given the first conduction subband, as in Fig. 32, we apply the numerical fitting

method to obtain the effective masses, linear in momentum and cubic in momentum spin

splitting parameters. In Fig. 33 we show the spin splitting parameters for three specific

nanowire diameters, L = 30 nm, L = 60 nm and L = 100 nm, varying the applied electric

field E = −4, · · · , 4 mV/nm along the x axis in panels a) and b), and along the y axis in
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Figure 32: Zoom of the calculated first conduction subband of [111] oriented InSb zinc-
blende nanowire at: a) finite electric field, Ex = −4 mV/nm, along the x axis;
b) zero field; c) finite electric field, Ex = 4 mV/nm, along the x axis; and d)
finite electric field, Ey = 4 mV/nm, along the y axis. In the insets of a), c) and
d) we show the SIA induced spin-orbit splitting of the first conduction subband.

Source: By the author.

panels c) and d). For this nanowire orientation we see that the spin splitting parameters,

for electric field along x axis have a slight asymmetry but for electric field along y axis

they are symmetric with respect to the applied electric field. Contrary to the [110] case,

here the BIA spin-orbit coupling is not the maximum but is not also zero. Therefore the

competition between BIA and SIA spin-orbit couplings accounts for the asymmetry but the

BIA is not large enough to shift the degeneracy away from zero applied electric field. As in

the other cases, for small diameters both linear and cubic spin splitting parameters have

a linear dependence with the electric field and as the diameter increase this dependence
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deviates form the linearity for large enough fields.

Figure 33: a) and c), linear spin-orbit splitting coefficients, ∆SL; b) and d) cubic spin-
orbit splitting coefficients, ∆SC , for different diameters L, for InSb zincblende
nanowires oriented along [111] . In a) and b), the applied electric field goes
along the x axis and in c) and d) along the y axis.

Source: By the author.

In Fig. 34 we show the density maps of the spin-orbit energy (see Eq. (3.3))

calculated for the first conduction subband using the fitted parameters shown in Fig. 33.

In a) we show the case of applied electric field along the x axis and in b) along the y axis.

The linear parameter, ∆SL, shown in Fig. 33, presents a slight asymmetry with respect to

large applied electric fields along the x axis, therefore we also see that ESO presents such

slight asymmetry. This is not the case for the electric field along y axis. As is the case of

zinc-bende nanowires the general trend is that large values of ESO come from large values

of applied electric field.
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a) b)

Figure 34: Calculated spin-orbit energy, for different diameters Lx and different transverse
electric fields E, for InSb zincblende nanowires oriented along [111] . a) applied
electric field along x axis and b) along y axis.

Source: By the author.

3.3.1.4 Discussion

The electronic band structure presented in Figs. 21, 26 and 31 have some interesting

features. In the absence of applied electric fields we see that the second and third conduction

subbands are almost degenerate, this effect arises from the hexagonal confinement. In

our hexagonal confinement, the size along the x direction is larger then the size along

y direction, therefore the wave functions that spreads more along the x direction are

energetically favorable to the more confined y direction. This effect is also seen in more

energetic subbands, but it becomes less pronounced as we go to higher subbands since

their wave functions spread more uniformly on the nanowire cross section, we found that

our results are in qualitative agreement with tight-binding calculations reported on Ref.

116. Also, comparing the band structure with electric field applied along x or y direction

we see that, depending on the orientation of the electric field, the subbands’ energy values

at Γ-point, vary accordingly to the combined effect of the hard wall hexagonal confinement

profile and the electric field confinement. We found that for electric field along y direction,

the difference in energy between second and third subbands is larger than the case for

electric field along x, the opposite behavior was observed for the fourth and fifth subbands.
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To further analyze the effects of the spin-orbit coupling let us take into consideration

the intrinsic BIA related coupling present in bulk zinc-blende nanostructures. In Eq. (2.128)

we see that the functional form of the BIA have a cubic momentum dependence, also

preserved when we explicit write the BIA spin-orbit field along [110] and [111] directions

(see Eqs. (2.129) and Eqs. (2.130) respectively). But what happens to the BIA spin-orbit

coupling when we confine, with a hard wall, in the xy plane making a free-standing

nanowire?

To answer this question taking into consideration only the first conduction subband,

we projected134,135 the BIA Hamiltonian and found that, for nanowires oriented along

[001] direction the BIA spin-orbit coupling gives us a linear in momentum spin split

contribution (see Eq. (2.138)). Analyzing the atomic arrangement and symmetry planes of

this orientation (see Fig. 20), we notice that the only allowed direction for spin polarization

is z. Furthermore, for nanowires oriented along [111] direction we also get a linear in

momentum spin splitting, but now its atomic arrangement and symmetries allows a spin

polarization along y, because we have a matching symmetry plane leaving invariant changes

like y → −y, see Fig. 20. In both cases, [001] and [111] , the bulk formalism predict the

absence of BIA spin-orbit fields. In the confined case, due to the projection, the more

confined the system the larger the BIA contribution. Hence, for large wires oriented along

[001] and [111] direction we recover the bulk case (showing the absence of spin-orbit field).

Moreover, nanowires oriented along [110] direction have, in the confined regime, a linear

and cubic in momentum contributions to the spin splitting with spin polarization along y

direction, contrasting with the bulk formalism that predicts only a cubic in momentum

contribution to the spin splitting with the spin polarization in the xy plane. Analyzing

Fig. 25, we see that the only matching symmetry between the atomic arrangement and

the confining shape is the one that leaves invariant the mirror y → −y, therefore allowing

spin polarization along y direction.

We have seen that the BIA spin-orbit coupling drastically changes in the confined

regimes if compared to the bulk case. Physically, the changes in BIA term for confined

systems can be understood as an interfacing effect with the vacuum. If, in the bulk,

the inversion asymmetry arises from the presence of two different atoms in the base of

the Bravais lattice, when confined the atoms in the interface lose their neighbors, the

asymmetry increases. The ratio of edge atom to bulk atoms increases as we decrease the
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nanowire diameter, hence, increasing the contribution of this interface asymmetry to the

BIA term.196 Therefore, when we induce a structural asymmetry via the electric field, we

have at least two cases: i) the application of E = E0x̂ induces a SIA spin-orbit coupling

with spin polarization along the y direction and; ii) the application of E = E0ŷ induces a

SIA spin-orbit coupling with spin polarization along the x direction. Both cases have a

functional form for the spin splitting which is linear in momentum. In case i) both BIA

and SIA have spin polarization along the same direction (exception made for [001] oriented

nanowires), therefore their contributions interferes with each other and we could get a

subband dispersion which is asymmetric (or have an asymetric spin splitting) with respect

to the sign of the applied electric field, as we see in Figs. 27 and 32.129 In case ii) we do not

have interferences between BIA and SIA, because they always point in distinct directions,

and the spin splitting parameters are always symmetric with respect to the applied electric

field, see Figs. 22c), 28d) and 33d).

A distinction between our hard wall nanowires and quantum wires electrically

defined is that, in the former, the confinement in the xy plane have very similar strengths,

therefore it couples the electron dynamics in all three dimensions, which is not the case in

the latter system where the confinement is much weaker than underlying quantum well

confinement.100 This distinction means that the Rashba model (SIA spin-orbit coupling,

see Eq. (2.127)), describes very well the decoupled case (electrically defined quantum

wire) but it should fail in some point for the hard wall case. The failure is seen as a

deviation from the linear dependence with the electric field of the associated spin splitting

parameter. Moreover, since in quantum wire systems the Rashba coefficient, described

as αR in Table 3 and associated equations, is given by the underlying asymmetry in the

quantum well, it should remain invariant under changes in the electrical confinement. On

the other hand, for hard wall confinement, the Rashba coefficient strictly depends on the

geometric configuration of the system. Therefore, changes in the quantum confinement

also change the Rashba coefficient.100,133

Indeed, taking Figs. 23, 28 and 33 we see that for large confinements, L = 30 nm,

the spin splitting coefficients, both linear and cubic in momentum, have a linear dependence

with the applied electric field. However as we increase the wire diameter to L = 60 nm

we already see that this linear dependence holds only for small values of electric field.

Moreover, comparing the spin split parameters for diameters L = 60 nm and L = 100 nm
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wee see that they almost do not change. Hence, we can say that the Rashba parameter

has a dependence on the nanowire diameter: it is small for thin wires and grow up to a

saturation value for large diameters. Also, the simplified Rashba model does not predict

a cubic in momentum dependence for spin splitting parameters for nanowires oriented

along [001] and [111] direction, see Table 3. However, since we are using the full multi

band Hamiltonian and not the simplified Rashba model, we realistically capture all the

features of full model which includes: i) the dependence of the Rashba parameters with

quantum confinement; ii) the deviation of linearity for large electric fields and iii) the

presence of the cubic in momentum dependence of the spin splitting parameters, absent in

the original Rashba model.

To clearly see this dependence on the nanowire diameter and applied electric field,

in Figs. 24, 29 and 34, we show the density maps of the spin-orbit coupling energy, given

by Eq. (3.3), which explicitly takes into account the linear Rashba parameter. We see that

for diameters L ≥ 50 nm the spin-orbit coupling energy becomes stable to changes in the

nanowire diameter and only depends on the applied electric field. This is a consequence of

Rashba coeffient’s saturation. We also see that for all cases, the spin-orbit energy maximum

value is of the order of ESO ≈ 1meV which is about half of the ones for wurtzite InAs

nanowires, as we shall see in the following section.

In Figs. 35-37 we show the spin orientation for the zinc-blende InSb nanowires.

According to Eqs. (2.138) we see that the spin orientations of the first subband of the

nanowires without an applied electric field, that is due to BIA spin-orbit coupling, is: i)

for [001] oriented nanowires along the z axis; ii) [110] oriented nanowires along the y axis;

and iii) [111] oriented nanowires also along the y axis. When we applied an electric field

we get an extra contribution due to the SIA spin-orbit coupling which is perpendicular to

both the field direction as well as the free direction of the nanowire. Therefore for fields

along x axis, the spin orientation is along the y and for fields along y axis, along the x

axis. Hence, the general case is a combination of both spin-orbit contributions that can

mix with each other but the magnitude of the SIA contribution is about one order of

magnitude higher than the BIA ones.
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Figure 35: Spin orientation of [001] oriented zincblende nanowires. With electric field
applied along a) x axis and b) y-axis.

Source: By the author.
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Figure 36: Spin orientation of [110] oriented zincblende nanowires. With electric field
applied along a) x axis and b) y-axis. The tiled arrow in b) represents the
mixing of BIA and SIA spin-orbit coupling, actually the BIA contribution to
the spin orientation is about 1/10 of the SIA contribution.

Source: By the author.

3.3.2 Wurtzite InAs nanowires

Now let us discuss the effects of the quantum confinement and of the spin-orbit

coupling in wurtzite systems. We begin with wurtzite nanowires oriented along [0001] ,[
101̄0

]
and

[
112̄0

]
direction showing the calculated subband dispersion, i. e. energy as a

function of free momentum kz. We discuss the effects of the quantum confinement taking

in account the crystal symmetry in the specific orientation and then we show spin splitting

and the spin-orbit energy changes as we modify both applied electric field and nanowire

diameter.
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a) b)

Figure 37: Spin orientation of [111] oriented zincblende nanowires. With electric field
applied along a) x axis and b) y-axis. The tiled arrow in b) represents the
mixing of BIA and SIA spin-orbit coupling, actually the BIA contribution to
the spin orientation is about 1/10 of the SIA contribution.

Source: By the author.

3.3.2.1 [0001] oriented nanowires

We begin by showing the atomic arrangement, in Fig. 38a), of a wurtzite nanowire

oriented along [0001] direction, and in Fig. 38b) its symmetry planes. In the bulk WZ

crystal, there is glide symmetry plane which needs an extra c
2 dislocation along the z

axis. Since the NWs are grown along the z direction, this symmetry plane also applies.

Therefore, no confinement spin splitting induced by the bulk inversion asymmetry should

appear.

a) b)
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y

z.

30o

60o
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_

[0110]
_

Figure 38: a) Atomic arrangement along [0001] orientation of a wurtzite structure with
indicated x and y axis. b) Mirror symmetry planes of the atomic structure (solid)
and of the hexagonal confinement (dashed). In b), the dotted line represents the
WZ glide planes, i. e., they need an extra translation of c

2 along the z direction.

Source: By the author.
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In Fig. 39a) we show the subband dispersion of a wurtzite InAs nanowire oriented

along [0001] direction with L = 60 nm for the case with applied electric field, |Ex| =

4mv/nm, along the x axis and, on Fig. 39b) for a field, |Ey| = 4mv/nm, along the y axis.

For the case without electric field, the subbands are degenerate in spin but when the

electric field is present the electronic subbands are spin split due to the spin-orbit coupling.

Here, the spin splitting due SIA spin-orbit coupling is rather small, if compared to the

zinc-blende [110] oriented nanowire, as we can see by the small spin splitting generated by

the large electric field.

a) b)

Figure 39: Calculated electronic subband dispersion for a wurtzite InAs hexagonal
nanowire of 60 nm diameter oriented along [0001] direction. a) With applied
electric field along x axis and b) along y axis. In each subfigure the left most
spectrum corresponds to an electric field of E = −4 mV/nm, the central panel
to zero applied electric field and the right most spectrum is for an electric field
E = 4 mV/nm.

Source: By the author.

In Fig. 40 we show a zoom of the first subband of Fig. 39 to explicitly see the spin

splitting. In a) we show the case without electric field and we can see that indeed there

is no splitting. In panels b) and c) we show the zoom of the first subband for the case

of an electric field applied along the x and y axis, respectively. In the insets we see the

spin splitting of the subband which is linear with respect to the momentum. This linear
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behavior is characteristic of a SIA related spin-orbit coupling.

Figure 40: Zoom of the calculated first conduction subband of [0001] oriented InAs
wurtzite nanowire at: a) zero; b) finite electric field, Ex = 4 mV/nm, along
the x axis; and c) finite electric field, Ey = 4 mV/nm, along the y axis. In b)
and c) we show, in the insets, the SIA induced spin-orbit splitting of the first
conduction subband.

Source: By the author.

Given the first conduction subband, as in Fig. 40, we apply the numerical fitting

method to obtain the effective masses, linear in momentum and cubic in momentum spin

splitting parameters. In Fig. 41 we show the spin splitting parameters for three specific

nanowire diameters, L = 30 nm, L = 60 nm and L = 100 nm, varying the applied electric

field E = −4, · · · , 4 mV/nm along the x axis in panels a) and b), and along the y axis in

panels c) and d). For this nanowire orientation we see that the spin splitting parameters

are symmetric with respect to both orientations of the applied electric field. Here, contrary

to the zinc-blende case, the spin splitting parameters do not change with the nanowire

diameter and they have a non linear dependence with the applied electric field.

In Fig. 42 we show the density maps of the spin-orbit energy (see Eq. (3.3))

calculated for the first conduction subband using the fitted parameters shown in Fig. 41.

In a) we show the case of applied electric field along the x axis and in b) along the y

axis. Since the linear parameter, ∆SL, shown in Fig. 41, is symmetric with respect to

the applied electric field so is the spin-orbit coupling energy. For [0001] oriented wurtzite

nanowires the general trend is that large values of ESO come from large values of applied

electric field. However for this specific orientation they are rather small.
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Figure 41: a) and c), linear spin-orbit splitting coefficients, ∆SL; b) and d) cubic spin-
orbit splitting coefficients, ∆SC , for different diameters L, for InAs wurtzite
nanowires oriented along [0001] . In a) and b), the applied electric field goes
along the x axis and in c) and d) along the y axis.

Source: By the author.

3.3.2.2
[
101̄0

]
and

[
112̄0

]
oriented nanowires

We begin by showing the atomic arrangement, in Fig. 43a), of a wurtzite nanowire

oriented along
[
101̄0

]
direction, and in Fig. 43b) its symmetry planes. In Fig. 44, we also

show the arrangement of a wurtzite nanowire oriented along
[
112̄0

]
direction, and its

symmetry planes. The atoms in the
[
112̄0

]
direction do not have a specific symmetry, but

in the
[
101̄0

]
direction they have a C2 symmetry with respect to the xz plane. Since the

confinement have itself a hexagonal, C6v, symmetry we end-up with only the invariance

y → −y. This lack of common symmetry together with the intrinsic BIA related spin-orbit

coupling of these directions, allows a huge spin splitting of the bands.
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a) b)

Figure 42: Calculated spin-orbit energy, for different diameters Lx and different transverse
electric fields E, for InAs wurtzite nanowires oriented along [0001] . a) applied
electric field along x axis and b) along y axis.

Source: By the author.

In Fig. 45a) we show the subband dispersion of a wurtzite InAs nanowire oriented

along
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
direction with L = 60 nm for the case with applied electric field,

|Ex| = 4mv/nm, along the x axis and, on Fig. 45b) for a field, |Ey| = 4mv/nm, along the

y axis. For the case without electric field, the subbands have already a large spin splitting

due to the intrinsic spin-orbit coupling for these specific directions. Moreover, as the the

spin splitting due to the SIA spin-orbit coupling is rather small for wurtzite InAs when we

apply an electric field the already large spin splitting almost suffers no change.

In Fig. 46 we show a zoom of the first subband of Fig. 45 to explicitly see the spin

splitting. In a) we show the case with a negative electric field along the x axis, and in b)

for the case without electric field and, in c) and d), with a positive applied electric field

along the x and y axis, respectively. Here, contrary to the [0001] case, we see in the inset

of b) that the subband is spin split due to confinement induced by the BIA spin-orbit

coupling. In the insets of a), b) and d) we see the linear behavior of the spin splitting

due to the SIA spin-orbit coupling. However, in the wurtzite case, the BIA spin-orbit

coupling already have a linear contribution, see Eq. (2.139), which dominates over the SIA

spin-orbit coupling.

Given the first conduction subband, as in Fig. 46, we apply the numerical fitting
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Figure 43: a) Atomic arrangement along
[
101̄0

]
orientation of a wurtzite structure with

indicated x and y axis. b) Mirror symmetry planes of the atomic structure
(solid) and of the hexagonal confinement (dashed).

Source: By the author.

Figure 44: a) Atomic arrangement along
[
112̄0

]
orientation of a wurtzite structure with

indicated x and y axis. b) Mirror symmetry planes of the atomic structure
(solid) and of the hexagonal confinement (dashed).

Source: By the author.

method to obtain the effective masses, linear in momentum and cubic in momentum spin

splitting parameters. In Fig. 47 we show the spin splitting parameters for three specific

nanowire diameters, L = 30 nm, L = 60 nm and L = 100 nm, varying the applied electric

field E = −4, · · · , 4 mV/nm along the x axis in a) and b), and along the y axis in c) and

d). For this nanowire orientation we see that the spin splitting parameters, for electric field

along x axis are not symmetric but for electric field along y axis they are. This asymmetry
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a) b)

Figure 45: Calculated electronic subband dispersion for a wurtzite InAs hexagonal
nanowire of 60 nm diameter oriented along

[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
direction. a) With

applied electric field along x axis and b) along y axis. In each subfigure the left
most spectrum corresponds to an electric field of E = −4 mV/nm, the central
panel to zero applied electric field and the right most spectrum is for an electric
field E = 4 mV/nm.

Source: By the author.

arises from the interplay between the BIA and SIA spin-orbit couplings. Whereas for

[0001] orientend wurtzite the BIA spin-orbit coupling is absent, for
[
101̄0

]
and

[
112̄0

]
it

is maximum.

In Fig. 48 we show the density maps of the spin-orbit energy (see Eq. (3.3)),

calculated for the first conduction subband using the fitted parameters shown in Fig. 47.

In a) we show the case of applied electric field along the x axis and in b) along the y axis.

Since the linear parameter, ∆SL, shown in Fig. 47, presents an asymmetry with respect to

the applied electric field, along the x axis, we see that ESO also presents such asymmetry.

For electric fields along y axis we see that the spin-orbit coupling energy remains constant

in all the parameter space but for a special case of a large nanowire diameter and zero

applied electric field, where the rather large intrinsic BIA spin-orbit coupling dominates.

Here we have two trends for the values of ESO: i) for electric fields along x axis positive

values of Ex give larger ESO; and for electric fields along y axis a value of |Ey| = 1 mV/nm
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Figure 46: Zoom of the calculated first conduction subband of
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
oriented

InAs wurtzite nanowire at: a) finite electric field, Ex = −4 mV/nm, along the
x axis; b) zero field; c) finite electric field, Ex = 4 mV/nm, along the x axis;
and d) finite electric field, Ey = 4 mV/nm, along the y axis. In b), in the inset,
we show the confinement BIA induced spin-orbit splitting and in a), c) and d),
the SIA induced spin-orbit splitting of the first conduction subband.

Source: By the author.

is sufficient to saturate the ESO to its maximum value.

3.3.2.3 Discussion

As in the zinc-blende case, the electronic band structure presented in Figs. 39

and 45 have some interesting features. In the absence of applied electric fields we see

that the second and third conduction subbands are almost degenerate, but interesting

enough for
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
due to the strong BIA spin-orbit coupling the subbands mix

heavily. Up to date, we could not find any other work dedicated to the electronic band
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Figure 47: a) and c), linear spin-orbit splitting coefficients, ∆SL; b) and d) cubic spin-
orbit splitting coefficients, ∆SC , for different diameters L, for InAs wurtzite
nanowires oriented along

[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
. In a) and b), the applied electric

field goes along the x axis and in c) and d) along the y axis.

Source: By the author.

structure of wurtzite nanowires. However, our Hamiltonian is a state of the art one with

parameters fitted to reproduce ab-initio bulk band structure.144 Also, our Hamiltonian

was used recently to reproduce experimental g-factor data.86

To further analyze the effects of the spin-orbit coupling let us take into consideration

the intrinsic BIA related spin-orbit coupling present in bulk wurtzite nanostructures.

In Eq. (2.131) we see that functional form of the BIA has a linear plus a cubic in

momentum dependence, also preserved when we explicitly write the BIA spin-orbit field

along [0001] and
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
directions, see Eq. (2.132). Again we ask: what happens

to the BIA spin-orbit coupling when we confine, with a hard wall, in the xy plane making

a free-standing nanowire?
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a) b)

Figure 48: Calculated spin-orbit energy, for different diameters Lx and different transverse
electric fields E, for InAs wurtzite nanowires oriented along

[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
.

a) applied electric field along x axis and b) along y axis.

Source: By the author.

To answer this question taking into consideration only the first conduction subband,

we projected134,135 the BIA Hamiltonian and found that (see Eqs. (2.139)) for nanowires

oriented along [0001] direction, the BIA spin-orbit is absent. Furthermore, for nanowires

oriented along
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
directions, we see a linear-plus-cubic in momentum spin

splitting, with the atomic arrangement and symmetries allowing a spin polarization along

y, see Figs. 43 and 44. In the case of [0001] direction the bulk formalism predicts the

absence of BIA spin-orbit fields but in the case of
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
, the bulk expression

gives us non zero BIA terms. In the confined case, due to the projection, the more confined

the system, the larger the BIA contribution is, but is worth mentioning that the linear

term that appears in wurtzite is rather large, of the order of αWZ = 0.3 eVÅ.109 Therefore,

we should expect that nanowires oriented along these directions should give already a

large spin splitting parameters.

We have seen that the BIA spin-orbit coupling does not change much in the confined

regimes if compared to the bulk case. Again, when we induce a structural asymmetry via

the electric field, we obtain at least two cases: i) with E = E0x̂, a SIA spin-orbit coupling

is induced with spin polarization along y direction and; ii) with E = E0ŷ, a SIA spin-orbit

coupling in induced with spin polarization along x direction. Both cases have a functional
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form for the spin splitting that is linear in momentum. In case i) both BIA and SIA have

spin polarizations along the same direction (exception made for [0001] oriented nanowires,

which does not have BIA related spin splitting). Therefore, their contributions interfere

with each other and we see a subband dispersion that is asymmetric (or an asymmetric

spin splitting) with respect to the sign of the applied electric field, as we see in Fig. 46. In

case ii) we do not have interferences between BIA and SIA, because they always point in

distinct directions, and the spin splitting parameters are always symmetric with respect

to the applied electric field, see Fig. 46d).

Since in wurtzite nanostructures there is already a linear term that appears from the

bulk inversion asymmetry, many authors call this contribution as the Rashba model.148,187

Rashba itself derived its model based on wurtzite nanostructures,197 but here, we are

interested not in the linear contribution that arises from bulk inversion asymmetry, but

from the linear term that arises from structural inversion asymmetry.55 The Rashba

parameter is usually expressed, for quantum well structures, as α(z) = ∂
∂z
β(z)67 where

β(z) express the dependence of the Rashba parameter with the pertinent energies of the

system, i. e., the gap and spin-orbit coupling splittings. In Ref. 198, the authors provided

an expression for β, based on the 8-band Kane like model for wurtzite, which reads

β = P1P2
∆3

(Ev + ∆1 −∆2 + V − ε) (Ev + V − ε)− 2∆2
3

(3.4)

where ∆2,3 are the spin-orbit interaction parameters, ∆1 the crystal field interaction, Ev
accounts for the heterostructure offset and ε is the energy of the given state and V is some

external potential.

Following Refs. 198 and 130 we can find the Rashba parameter for wurtzite assuming

that Ev → 0 and ε→ Ec = Eg + ∆1 + ∆2. Therefore, we can write the Rashba parameters

as

α = P1P2
∆3 (2Eg + ∆1 + 3∆2 − 2V (z))

[(Eg + ∆2 − V (z)) (Eg + ∆1 + ∆2 − V (z))− 2∆2
3]2

∂

∂z
V (z) (3.5)

giving a dependence with the external potential times its derivative (in our case the electric

field), and not only with its derivative as in the zinc-blende case. This dependence indicates

a distinct behavior as we see in Fig. 41, where the spin split parameters does not depend

on the nanowire diameter.
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From the linear spin splitting coefficient, showed in Fig. 41, we can extract the

Rashba coefficient for wurtzite nanowires oriented along [0001] direction. Since the Rashba

coefficient is small for wurtzite nanostructures, we expect that the spin splitting for[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
oriented nanowires is dominated by the BIA spin obit coupling. Indeed,

in Fig. 47, we see that the spin splitting parameters have almost the same values for all

nanowire diameters. When we applied an electric field along the x axis both, BIA and SIA,

interfere with each other giving an asymmetric behavior to the spin splitting parameters,

as seen on Figs. 47a) and 47b). On the other hand, for electric field applied on the y axis

they do not interfere and we see a symmetric behavior for the spin splitting parameters,

as seen on Figs. 47c) and 47d). The dip in all plots for zero electric field comes from the

BIA spin orbit coupling where, for large nanowires βWZ
1 → 0, and only αWZ contributes to

∆SL, see Table 3.

To see the dependence on the nanowire diameters and applied electric fields, in

Figs. 42 and 48, we show the density maps of the spin-orbit coupling energy, given by Eq.

(3.3), which explicitly takes into account the linear Rashba parameter. In Fig. 42 we show

the ESO for [0001] oriented wurtzite nanowires and it only depends on the applied electric

field with it maximum values of the order of ESO ≈ 30µeV, which is very tiny. On the

other hand, in Fig. 48 we show ESO for
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
oriented wurtzite nanowires and

in it we see that the values are much higher, of the order of ESO ≈ 2meV and minimum

of ESO ≈ 1meV, which is double of the the zincblende nanowires values.

x

y

z.

a) b)

Figure 49: Spin orientation of [0001] oriented wurtzite nanowires. With electric field
applied along a) x axis and b) y-axis.

Source: By the author.

In Figs. 49 and 50 we show the spin orientation for the wurtzite InAs nanowires.

According to Eqs. (2.139) we see that the spin orientations of the first subband of the
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x

y

z.

a) b)

Figure 50: Spin orientation of
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
oriented wurtzite nanowires. With electric

field applied along a) x axis and b) y-axis. The tiled arrow in b) represents the
mixing of BIA and SIA spin-orbit coupling, actually the SIA contribution to
the spin orientation is about 1/10 of the BIA contribution.

Source: By the author.

nanowires without an applied electric field, that is due to BIA spin-orbit coupling, is: i)

for [0001] oriented nanowires, absent; ii) for
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
oriented nanowires, along

the y axis. When we applied an electric field we got an extra contribution due to the

SIA spin-orbit coupling which is perpendicular to both the field direction as well as the

free direction of the nanowire. Therefore, for fields along x axis, we see a spin orientation

along the y and for field along y axis we get a spin orientation along the x axis. Hence,

the general case is a combination of both spin-orbit contributions that can mix with each

other. In [0001] case, there is only the SIA spin-orbit coupling. For
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
, the

BIA magnitude, contrary to the zinc-blende case, is higher than the SIA by about one

order of magnitude.

3.4 Superconductor proximity effects

Now that we have a complete characterization of the nanowires, let us study the

superconducting proximity effects. We used Eq. (2.158) that is described in the Nambu

spinor basis Ψ (~r) = [u↑ (~r) , u↓ (~r) , v↓ (~r) ,−v↑ (~r)]T and we assume, for simplicity, that

∆0 (~r) is constant and real. For the system to undergo the topological phase transition it

has to be gapped before we couple it to the superconductor, then with a change in the

parameters it has to close the gap and reopen again. At kz = 0, the gap is defined by

E (0) = |VZ −
√

∆2 + µ2|. The trivial phase is defined when VZ <
√

∆2 + µ2, the phase

transition (closing of the gap) when VZ =
√

∆2 + µ2 and the topological phase is defined

when VZ >
√

∆2 + µ2.28,29,32,33
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Figure 51: Zinb-blende InSb nanowire with L = 100 nm with magnetic field applied
along the nanowire axis (and perpendicular to the spin-orbit coupling) and
superconductivity proximity effect. a) Lowest subband spectrum for µ = B =
∆ = 0. b) Excitation spectrum of the creation or annihilation of an electron
for µ = B = ∆ = 0. c) Excitation spectrum for B = 0.15T, ∆ = µ = 0 where
Zeeman splitting opens a gap at kz = 0. d) B = 0.15T, ∆ = 0.25meV, µ = 0
with a superconducting gap for kz 6= 0 and a Zeeman gap near kz = 0. e) B =
0.15T, ∆ = 0.369meV, µ = 0 meaning Vz = ∆ where the gap at kz = 0 is closed
meaning a phase transition. f) B = 0.15T, ∆ = 0.045meV, µ = 0 here the gap
reopens confirming the phase transition. g) B = 0.15T, ∆ = 0.25meV, µ =
0.2715meV meaning V 2

z = ∆2 + µ2, the gap at kz = 0 also closes driven by the
changes in the chemical potential. h) B = 0.15T, ∆ = 0.25meV, µ = 0.4meV
the gap at kz = 0 reopens, signaling the phase transition.

Using realistic parameters fitted from our multiband k · p calculations we see that

for L = 100 nm zinc-blende InSb nanowires, the typical values which characterizes the
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system are: m∗ ≈ 0.017m0, α ≈ 0.3 eV Å, g∗z ≈ −85, VZ ≈ −2.46×B0 meV being B0, the

magnetic field magnitude. These values are in agreement with experimental measurements36

although they used the bulk g-factor which is about 60% lower than the ones we have

obtained in previous sections. The proposed induced superconducting gap is ∆ ≈ 0.25meV

and typical values for the magnetic field are of B0 ≈ 0.15.36 In Fig. 51d) we show that the

gap is open for B = 0.15T and ∆ = 0.25meV, and that increasing the pairing potential,

∆, to match the Zeeman energy, the gap closes, see Fig. 51e). Further increasing the value

of ∆, the gap reopens, see Fig. 51f). In Figs. 51g) and 51h) we also show that fixing a value

of ∆, we can also induce the topological transition by changing the chemical potential.32

For a magnetic field applied along x or y direction the linear spin splitting coefficient

does not change much but the value of the g-factor drops by a factor of 2. Hence a larger

magnetic field should be used.

For [0001] wurtzite InAs oriented nanowires, we see that for L = 100 nm, the

typical values that characterize the system are: m∗ ≈ 0.04m0, α ≈ 0.05 eV Å, g∗x ≈ −6.4,

VZ ≈ −0.5788×B0 meV. Experimental measurements38 reported a pairing potential for

InAs nanowires of ∆ = 0.045meV and g-factor of g∗ ≈ 20 that is similar to our calculated

g∗z . Also, the typical values for magnetic field in this case are about B = 0.06T, but we

have used a slightly higher field of B = 0.1T. In Fig. 52d) we show that the gap is opened

for B = 0.1T and ∆ = 0.045meV, and that increasing the pairing potential to match the

Zeeman energy the gap closes, see Fig. 52e). Further increasing the value of ∆, the gap

reopens, see Fig. 52f). In Figs. 52g) and 52h) we also show that fixing a value of ∆, we can

also induce the topological transition by changing the chemical potential. For a magnetic

field applied along x or y direction the linear spin-split coefficient does not change much

but the value of the g-factor drops by a factor of 2. Hence, a larger magnetic field should

be used.

On the other hand, for
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
wurtzite InAs oriented nanowires, we see

that for L = 100 nm the typical values that characterize the system are: m∗ ≈ 0.05m0,

α ≈ 0.3 eV Å, g∗x ≈ −10, VZ ≈ −0.463 × B0 meV. In Fig. 53d), we show that the gap is

opened for B = 0.15T and ∆ = 0.045meV, and that increasing the pairing potential to

match the Zeeman energy the gap closes, see Fig. 53e). Further increasing the value of ∆

the gap reopens, see Fig. 53f). In Figs. 53g) and 53h) we also show that fixing a value

of ∆, we can also induce the topological transition by changing the chemical potential.
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Figure 52: Wurtzite InAs nanowire oriented along [0001] direction with L = 100 nm and
magnetic field applied along the x axis (perpendicular to both the nanowire
main axis and the spin-orbit coupling) and superconductivity proximity effect.
a) Lowest subband spectrum for µ = B = ∆ = 0. b) Excitation spectrum of
the creation or annihilation of an electron for µ = B = ∆ = 0. c) Excitation
spectrum for B = 0.1T, ∆ = µ = 0 where Zeeman splitting opens a gap at
kz = 0. d) B = 0.1T, ∆ = 0.045meV, µ = 0 with a superconducting gap for
kz 6= 0 and a Zeeman gap near kz = 0. e) B = 0.1T, ∆ = 0.058meV, µ = 0
meaning Vz = ∆ where the gap at kz = 0 is closed meaning a phase transition.
f) B = 0.1T, ∆ = 0.07meV, µ = 0 here the gap reopens confirming the
phase transition. g) B = 0.1T, ∆ = 0.045meV, µ = 0.0366meV meaning
V 2
z = ∆2 + µ2, the gap at kz = 0 also closes driven by changes in the chemical

potential. h) B = 0.1T, ∆ = 0.045meV, µ = 0.05meV the gap at kz = 0
reopens, signaling the phase transition.
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Here, due to the high relative magnitudes of the spin-orbit coupling and induced pairing,

the gap at kz = 0 becomes tiny. For magnetic fields applied along x or y direction, the

linear spin splitting coefficient does not change much but the value of the g-factor drops

by a factor of 3 for the y direction and by a factor of 2 for the x direction. Hence, a larger

magnetic field should be used.

Using our parameters, fitted from realistic k · p simulations, we explicitly showed

that the InSb and InAs nanowires undergoes the topological phase transition, indeed, and

could possibly host the zero-energy Majorana fermions. From this point on, one could

start to study the stability of the topological superconducting phase, i. e., explore how

to choose the chemical potential, spin-orbit coupling strength, proximity induced pairing

potential and Zeeman splitting in order to maximize the bulk excitation gap.33
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Figure 53: Wurtzite InAs nanowire oriented along
[
101̄0

]
or

[
112̄0

]
direction with

L = 100 nm and magnetic field applied along the x axis (perpendicular to both
the nanowire main axis and the spin-orbit coupling) and superconductivity prox-
imity effect. a) Lowest subband spectrum for µ = B = ∆ = 0. b) Excitation spec-
trum of the creation or annihilation of an electron for µ = B = ∆ = 0. c) Exci-
tation spectrum for B = 0.15T, ∆ = µ = 0 where Zeeman splitting opens a gap
at kz = 0. d) B = 0.15T, ∆ = 0.045meV, µ = 0 with a superconducting gap for
kz 6= 0 and a Zeeman gap near kz = 0. e) B = 0.15T, ∆ = 0.0695meV, µ = 0
meaning Vz = ∆ where the gap at kz = 0 is closed meaning a phase transi-
tion. f) B = 0.15T, ∆ = 0.08meV, µ = 0 here the gap reopens confirming
the phase transition. g) B = 0.15T, ∆ = 0.045meV, µ = 0.045meV meaning
V 2
z = ∆2 + µ2, the gap at kz = 0 also closes driven by changes in the chemical

potential. h) B = 0.15T, ∆ = 0.045meV, µ = 0.07meV the gap at kz = 0
reopens, signaling the phase transition.
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4 CONCLUSION

In this Thesis we performed a systematic investigation of the spin-orbit interaction

in hexagonal semiconductor nanowires under a transverse applied electric field. In specific,

we focused in the first conduction subband of zinc-blende InSb and wurtzite InAs deriving

compact expressions for the bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA) spin-orbit coupling mechanism

that can be used in a 2× 2 effective model. We also analyzed the interplay between the

structural inversion asymmetry (SIA), induced by the transversal applied electric field, and

the BIA. We used realistic multiband k · p Hamitonians132,144 in the envelope function

approximation and plane waves expansion to extract relevant physical parameters that

describes the lowest energy band with high fidelity. Besides the spin-split parameters

we also calculated the g-factor tensor and applied the BdG formalism (coupling with a

superconductor) to find if, indeed, the nanowires undergo a topological phase transition.

We found that in zinc-blende InSb nanowires the BIA is influenced by the quantum

confinement, with thin nanowires presenting larger spin-split than the thick ones. On the

other hand, for wurtzite InAs nanowires there is an already large linear in momentum

BIA coefficient in the bulk description which is not affect by quantum confinement, see

Eq. (2.139). These BIA contribution remains unchanged for
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
oriented

nanowires while BIA is absent for [0001] . Moreover, we found that the spin orientation for

the lowest conduction subband is along y direction in all nanowires, except for [110] zinc-

blende oriented nanowires where it is along z direction. Furthermore, when we applied a

transverse electric field, we found that the SIA spin-orbit coupling dominates the spin-split

of zinc-blende nanowires whereas the contrary was observed for wurtzite, where the BIA

dominates. Hence, the spin-orbit coupling in zinc-blende InSb nanowires can be fine tuned

by external sources, such as gates and doping, while for wurtzite InAs the very crystal

phase dictates the spin-orbit coupling.

Commonly, the SIA spin-orbit coupling is treated using the Rashba model that

assumes a linear dependence on both the momentum and the applied electric field. Since

we used a realistic multiband approach, where the spin-orbit coupling is built-in on the

equations describing the system, we checked the validity of the Rashba model. We found

that for high electric field the spin-split is no longer linear with the applied electric field.
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Moreover, there is always a cubic momentum dependence in the spin-split, even when the

BIA is absent.

Quantum confinement and spin-orbit coupling are also known to drastically change

the g-factor tensor in low dimensional semiconductor nanostructures.4,76,80 Under the

k · p perturbation theory, the g-factor tensor is easily obtained as a summation of the mo-

mentum matrix elements among the nanostructure quantum states.132 With our numerical

approach we were able to compute it and found that quantum confinement quenches the

g-factor value. For wurtzite nanowires oriented along [0001] direction we found that g∗z
grows linearly with the nanowire diameter while the in-plane g-factor saturates into the

bulk value. Wurtzite nanowires oriented along
[
101̄0

]
or
[
112̄0

]
direction presented the

same trend but with a cyclic permutation x, y, z → z, x, y. Furthermore, we also found

that the g-factors have an in-plane anisotropy related to the nanowire orientation and the

spin-orbit coupling field.

Last, with our realistic set of parameters describing the first conduction band of the

nanowires, we used the BdG formalism to describe the superconductivity induced effects

and check if the system undergoes the topological phase transition. Indeed we found that

they do undergo a phase transition with an effective p-wave pairing. Therefore, the hybrid

semiconductor-superconductor proposal using nanowires with large spin-orbit coupling

can indeed host the zero energy Majorana fermions.

In summary, our investigation of the spin-orbit coupling in nanowires showed that

in zinb-blende InSb nanowires the spin-split of the energy bands can be fine tunned by

external sources while in wurtzite InAs nanowires it is fixed by the crystal phase. These

findings have implications in the field of spintronics where the precise control of the spin

allows for more efficient device operation. Also, we showed that indeed the induced s-wave

superconductivity pairing generates and effective p-wave pairing in the nanowires required

for the topological phase transition that ultimately can guide the physics community into

find the zero energy Majorana modes in the hybrid setup. Finally, we like to point out

that our methodology is not restricted to only these systems and can be used to study

any low dimensional semiconductor nanostructures in any configuration.
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4.1 Future activities and projects

The study of the g-factor is an active research field and has still some open ques-

tions. For example the in-plane anisotropy of the g-factor in quantum wells still needs

further investigations.5 It is believed that the BIA spin-orbit coupling is reponsible for the

anisotropy and using our numerical approach we can try to answer this question. Further-

more, to our current knowledge this Thesis is the first to present some calculations about

the g-factor for wurtzite InAs nanowires besides the common [0001] orientation. Other

III-V compounds crystallize in the wurtzite crystal phase when grown as nanowires107,109

such as GaAs, GaSb, InSb and InP, for instance. We can definitely devise a Hamiltonian

to describe these systems, as done in Ref. 144 and investigate their g-factors and their

impact on spintronics applications. Indeed, the g-factor in these systems have experimental

interest as, for instance, Ref. 90 studied the g-factor on InP wurtzite nanowires under high

magnetic fields.

Another project that naturally follows this Thesis is the implementation of the

BdG formalism using the full multiband k · p Hamiltonians. Since we already know that

using only the first subband the system undergo the topological phase transition, what

we can say when there is more than one subband occupied? In this way we can simulate

the full hybrid setup, the contacts, and probe the existence of the Majorana fermions

at the end of the wires and under which conditions they could really appear. Moreover,

instead of applying an magnetic field there is also the possibility to induce an exchange

potential in the nanowire via a magnetic layer.32,33 Using a magnetic layer instead of an

applied magnetic field has the advantage to not break the superconductivity since the

magnetization is being induced only in the region of interest. Our approach has also been

used to study the magnetic properties of diluted magnetic systems199,200 and can also be

used to probe the induced exchange potential inside the nanowire.
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